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Stun guns use high voltage and low amperage to disable an attacker for several minutes. The stun gun does not rely on pain for results. The energy 
stored in the gun is dumped into the attacker’s muscles causing them to do a great deal of work rapidly. This rapid work cycle instantly depletes 
the attacker’s blood sugar by converting it to lactic acid. In short, he is unable to produce energy for his muscles, and his body is unable to function 
properly. The stun gun also interrupts the tiny neurological impulses that control and direct voluntary muscle movement. When the attacker’s 
neurological and muscular system is overwhelmed and controlled by the stun gun, he loses his balance. Should the attacker be touching you, the 
current will not pass to your body!

Stun Guns

TRIGGER-BLK • $20.00 
4⅝" x 1¾" x ⅞"

Black

TRIGGER-PUR • 
$20.00 

4⅝" x 1¾" x ⅞"
Purple 

TRIGGER-BLUE • 
$20.00 

4⅝" x 1¾" x ⅞"
Blue

TRIGGER-RED • 
$20.00 

4⅝" x 1¾" x ⅞"
Red 

TRIGGER-PINK •  
$20.00 

4⅝" x 1¾" x ⅞"
Pink

TRIGGER-GREEN • 
$20.00 

4⅝" x 1¾" x ⅞"
Green 

The RECHARGEABLE 18 MILLION VOLT ZEBRA TRIGGER STUN GUN with flashlight 
and wrist strap disable pin by Safety Technology has a unique trigger design for easy 
operation and a Lifetime Warranty. With a quick pull of the trigger you can have an 
attacker begging for mercy. The Zebra Print is made out of an ABS plastic and has finger 
grips to ensure a nice, tight grip. The super bright 100 lumen flashlight will blind any 
attacker or it can be used as an everyday flashlight.

The stopping power on the Safety Technology TRIGGER stun gun is excellent with 4.8 
milliamps of electrical current to bring down the enemy. No need to keep track of another 
charger since the recharger prongs are built in to each unit.

The charge on the nickel-cadmium battery can last for up to 3 months depending on 
usage. The Trigger stun gun comes with a disabling pin wrist strap that is an added safety 
feature. With the strap around your wrist, if the stun gun were to be knocked out of your 
hand or taken away by a thug, it will be rendered useless. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

TRIGGER-ZEB• $20.00 
4⅝" x 1¾" x ⅞"

Zebra

THE RECHARGEABLE 18 MILLION VOLT TRIGGER STUN GUN with flashlight and wrist strap 
disable pin by Safety Technology has a unique trigger design for easy operation and lifetime 
warranty. With a quick pull of the trigger you can have an attacker begging for mercy. It has a 
rubberized coating to ensure a nice, tight grip. The super bright 100 lumen flashlight will blind 
any attacker or it can be used as an everyday flashlight.

The stopping power on the Safety Technology TRIGGER stun gun is excellent with 4.8 milliamps 
of electrical current to bring down the enemy. No need to keep track of another charger since 
the recharger prongs are built in to each unit. The charge on the nickel-cadmium battery can last 
for up to 3 months depending on usage. The Trigger stun gun comes with a disabling pin wrist 
strap that is an added safety feature. With the strap around your wrist, if the stun gun were to be 
knocked out of your hand or taken away by a thug, it will be rendered useless. It is available in 6 
colors Black, Blue, Pink, Purple, Red, and Green. LIFETIME WARRANTY.
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18 Million volt Talon Stun Gun and Flashlight - Stand your ground with the Talon 18 Million volt Stun Gun. Fits comfortably and seamlessly in the 
hand, the Talon delivers super powered stun protection. The Talon's trigger is hidden by the palm of the hand, so just a quick squeeze of the stun gun 
fires 18 Million volts through an attacker when needed. The sound of the Talon's stun may defuse a dangerous situation before it even begins! It has 
a blinding 120 Lumens LED flashlight and a rubberized coating for a superb grip. You can carry the Talon in your hand, pocket, or in the nylon belt 
holster that's included. The Talon comes with a charging cord to recharge the stun gun and flashlight. It uses nickel cadmium rechargeable batteries. 

Specifications: 4.7 milliamps depending on the charge on the batteries, 18 Million volts, Measurers 3 ¼” x 3 1/8” x 1”, Rechargeable 

Features: Nylon Belt Loop Holster, Rubberized Coating, Easily Activated With The Palm Of Your Hand, Built-in LED 120 Lumen Flashlight, LIFETIME 
WARRANTY, Available in 2 colors Black and Pink

ST-TALON-BLK • $24.95 
3 ¼” x 3 ⅛” x 1”

Black

ST-TALON-PK • $24.95 
3 ¼” x 3 ⅛” x 1”

Pink

STUN MASTER® 12 MILLION VOLT STUN BATON - The rubberized coating ensures a firm grip and the strips down the barrel of the stun baton 
release a hellish shock to anyone trying to take the baton from you. It is rechargeable and has a super bright 3 function flashlight with 3 modes: a 
high beam, low beam, and strobe. The baton has a wrist strap with disable pin that prevents the stun gun from functioning if the baton gets taken 
away from you during an attack. Includes wrist strap disable pin, wall charger, and nylon holster. 4.6 milliamps depending on the charge of the 
battery.  LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-BATON-B • $29.95 
12” × 1½”

Black
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ST-MGSG-BLK • $24.95 
5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”

Black

20 Million Volt MultiGuard Stun Gun Alarm and Flashlight with Built in Charger - Stand your ground with the MultiGuard. Easily concealable 
and virtually undetectable in hand, the MultiGuard delivers super powered protection with cutting edge micro-technology. Featuring a super-loud 
siren to draw attention, you may defuse a dangerous situation before it begins! It has a blinding 120 Lumens LED flashlight and a rubberized coating 
for a better grip. Electrifying stun feature operates with flashlight or siren on. You can carry the MultiGuard  in your hand or pocket. Built in charger 
and heavy duty nylon belt loop holster included. 

Specifications: 4.9 milliamps depending on the freshness of the batteries, 20 Million Volts, Measurers 5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”, Rechargeable built in 
charging prongs plug right into a wall socket

Features: Nylon Belt Loop Holster, Rubberized Coating, 120 Db Siren, Built-in LED Flashlight, LIFETIME WARRANTY

Available in 7 colors Black, Pink, Red, Purple, Green, Blue, and Zebra

ST-MGSG-GN • $24.95 
5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”

Green

ST-MGSG-PINK • $24.95 
5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”

Pink

ST-MGSG-BLU • $24.95 
5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”

Blue

ST-MGSG-RED • $24.95 
5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”

Red

ST-MGSG-ZEB • $24.95 
5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”

Zebra

ST-MGSG-PUR • $24.95 
5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 7/8”

Purple

Shown in Hand with Alarm View
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SLIDER 10 MILLION VOLT STUN GUN FLASHLIGHT 4.9 MILLIAMPS - 
Introducing the SLIDER! The miniature self defense stun gun flashlight! The 
size and appearance of a common flashdrive with 10 million volts of criminal 
crippling stopping power! It’s compact and stunningly powerful. The SLIDER 
is slim and discreet, quick and handy, and drops an attacker to the ground in 
seconds!

Simply slide the thumb-switch forward to release 4.9 milliamps of electricity 
to make anyone think twice before bothering you. Release the thumb-switch 
and it retracts with ease. Complete with LED flashlight, wrist strap, and made 
from the highest quality aircraft aluminum, the SLIDER is available in 5 colors. 
The SLIDER features a quick charging mini-usb port and can be conveniently 
charged from most cell phone chargers. Includes charger, charging cord, and 
wrist strap. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SLIDER-G • $19.95
3½” x 1” x ½”

Gold

The STUN MASTER® 3 MILLION VOLT RECHARGEABLE LIPSTICK STUN GUN with FLASHLIGHT is secretly disguised as a decorative tube of 
lipstick and has 4.2 milliamps depending on the charge of the batteries. Its innovative design makes it one of the coolest things we have added to our 
product line in recent years. Its small size makes this stun gun unique and super portable. It’s only 5” tall, and whether you're carrying an oversized 
purse or an evening clutch, this stun gun goes wherever you go... for your safety, convenience, and peace of mind. This little beauty is powered by 
a built-in rechargeable battery and includes a charging cable. Under the cap there are 2 buttons: one for the bright flashlight and one for the stun 
gun. The compact dimensions are 5” x 1” and this baby will really surprise the heck out of the poor slob who messes with the lady carrying this. 
Available in 5 colors: Black, Pink, Red, Gold, and Purple. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-LIPSTICK-PUR • 
$17.95 
5” × 1” 
Purple

SM-LIPSTICK-B • 
$17.95 
5” × 1”

Black

SM-LIPSTICK-RED • 
$17.95 
5” × 1” 

Red

SM-LIPSTICK-P • 
$17.95 
5” × 1” 

Pink

SM-LIPSTICK-G • 
$17.95 
5” × 1”

Gold

SLIDER-P • $19.95
3½” x 1” x ½”

Pink 

SLIDER-BLU • $19.95
3½” x 1” x ½”

Blue

SLIDER-B • $19.95
3½” x 1” x ½” 

Black

SLIDER-SIL • $19.95
3½” x 1” x ½”

Silver
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THE RECHARGEABLE 20 MILLION VOLT RUNT STUN GUNS now has an LED flashlight and wrist strap disable pin. It’s easily concealable, and 
virtually undetectable in the hand of a woman or a man. The Runt uses a new cutting edge micro-technology to deliver super powered protection. 
You can carry the Runt in your hand or pocket. It also has a rubberized coating for a better grip. If you would like to wear it like a cell phone there 
is a heavy duty nylon belt loop holster included. Available in 6 colors: Black, Pink, Red, Purple, Green, and Blue. 
 
Specifications: 4.5 milliamps depending on the charge of the batteries, 20,000,000 volts, Rechargeable  
 
Features: Nylon Belt Loop Holster included (matching leatherette holster sold separately), Rubberized Coating, Disable Pin Wrist Strap, Built-in 
LED Flashlight, LIFETIME WARRANTY.

RUNT-BLACK • 
$25.00 

4¼” x 1⅝” x 1”
Black

RUNT-PURPLE • 
$25.00

4¼” x 1⅝” x 1”
Purple  

RUNT-BLU • 
$25.00 

4¼” x 1⅝” x 1” 
Blue

RUNT-RED • 
$25.00

4¼” x 1⅝” x 1”
Red 

RUNT-PINK • 
$25.00 

4¼” x 1⅝” x 1”
Pink

RUNT-GREEN • 
$25.00

4¼” x 1⅝” x 1”
Green 

LH-RUNT-B • 
$4.95  

Black Leatherette 
Holster for RUNT

LH-RUNT-PUR • 
$4.95  

Purple Leatherette 
Holster for RUNT

LH-RUNT-P • 
$4.95  

Pink Leatherette 
Holster for RUNT

LH-RUNT-G • 
$4.95  

Green Leatherette 
Holster for RUNT

LH-RUNT-RED • 
$4.95  

Red Leatherette 
Holster for RUNT

LH-RUNT-B • 
$4.95  

Blue Leatherette 
Holster for RUNT
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The STUN MASTER®  LI'L GUY 12 MILLION VOLT STUN GUN WITH FLASHLIGHT and Nylon Holster. This little stun gun is small and compact 
with 4.4 milliamps depending on the charge of the batteries. It has a super bright LED flashlight, built-in charger, and comes with a nylon case.  Don’t 
let the name Stun Master® Li'l Guy fool you. It has a beast inside just waiting to be released. Just press the shock button and the Li'l Guy unleashes 
12 Million volts out of the metal probes. The safety switch is off when in the down position, middle position is the super bright LED flashlight, and in 
the up position the shock is turned on once the trigger is pressed. Available in 9 colors: Black, Pink, Purple, Red, Blue, Green, Snake Skin, Animal 
Print, and Flower Design. Matching leatherette holster sold separately. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-LILGUY-B • 
$20.00

3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
Black

SM-LILGUY-P • 
$20.00 

3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
Pink

SM-LILGUY-PUR 
• $20.00 

3¾" x 1½" x ¾" 
Purple

SM-LILGUY-RED 
• $20.00

 3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
Red

SM-LILGUY-BLU 
• $20.00

3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
Blue

SM-LILGUY-G • 
$20.00 

3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
Green

SM-LILGUY-AP • $20.00
 3¾" x 1½" x ¾"

Animal Print

SM-LILGUY-SN • 
$20.00

 3¾" x 1½" x ¾" 
Snake Skin

SM-LILGUY-FW • 
$20.00

 3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
Flower Print

LH-LILGUY-B • 
$4.95

Black Leatherette 
Holster for Li'L Guy

LH-LILGUY-P • 
$4.95

Pink Leatherette 
Holster for Li'L Guy

LH-LILGUY-PUR 
• $4.95

Purple Leatherette 
Holster for Li'L Guy

LH-LILGUY-RED 
• $4.95

Red Leatherette 
Holster for Li'L Guy

LH-LILGUY-G • 
$4.95

Green Leatherette 
Holster for Li'L Guy

LH-LILGUY-BLU 
• $4.95

Blue Leatherette 
Holster for Li'L Guy

LH-LILGUY-FW 
• $4.95
Flower Print 

Leatherette Holster 
for Li'L Guy
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CELL PHONE STUN GUN 12 MILLION VOLT  - The Stun Gun that no 
one will see coming! Easily conceal 12 million volts of stopping power 
within a phone that looks exactly like the top brands!

Realistic enough to fool anyone at a glance, the Cell Phone Stun 
Gun puts 4.9 milliamps of electrifying protection in the palm of your 
hand. Easy to use, impossible  to recognize; this is the smart phone 
stun gun customers have been asking for! Reach for your protection 
with confidence! Whether it is in your purse or pocket, nobody will 
think twice when you pull out this device to keep in hand during 
potentially dangerous encounters. It also features an 80 Lumen 
LED flashlight to conveniently shine light in inconvenient moments. 
 
Only close inspection will reveal the stunning nature of this smart phone. 
Includes a wall charger, protective carrying bag and leather waist holster. 
LIFETIME WARRANTY.

ST-CELLSTUN • $24.95

5½” x 2¾”

The ZAP BLAST KNUCKLES EXTREME at 950,000 volt is a shocking 
high voltage stun gun that provides you with an easy way to protect 
yourself while on the go. The rubberized contour grip ensures you'll have 
a firm grip while the 950,000 volts of stun protection await their call to 
action. Set in an intimidating spiked design, the four sharp electrodes 
add a layer of protection that on their own allow a serious blow to your 
attacker should you choose not to use the stun feature or the batteries 
need replacing. The spikes also offer you, during a self-defense situation, 
a way to collect DNA evidence that may prove useful to later present to 
the authorities. Use while jogging, walking alone at night, or exploring 
unfamiliar places for a convenient and instantly accessible way to keep 
yourself safe from the unknown. 

Features: 4 Ultra-sharp Spike Electrodes offer extra protection and 
DNA collection for the authorities, Rubber coated with soft contour grip 
for full control, Red LED on/off indicator, Perfect for joggers, Includes 2 
lithium CR123A batteries and heavy nylon case with belt clip.

ZAP-EXTREME • $59.00

1 MILLION VOLT STUN CANE WITH FLASHLIGHT - This ZAP Stun 
Walking Cane is a great self-defense device for the elderly or for anyone 
who needs support while walking. This walking cane measures 32 inches 
and can be easily extended to 36 inches to accommodate users of different 
heights. When threatened, you can either use the built-in super bright 
LED flashlight to blind your attacker, or deliver a shocking 1 million volts 
of electric power that will cause your attacker's muscles to lose control, 
effectively immobilizing him for 5-10 minutes. Having a length of 32 to 
36 inches also means that you can defend against your assailant from 
a safe distance away. This stun walking cane also comes with a built-in 
rechargeable battery.

Features: 1 million volts of stopping power or 4.6 milliamps, 7 ½" of 
shocking electrodes wrap the entire bottom, Intimidating electrical arc and 
crackle,  Weight capacity of 250 lbs, Safety indicator light with on/off switch, 
Built-in ultra-bright LED flashlight, Built-in rechargeable Ni-MH battery, 
Includes high quality nylon carrying case, Includes AC adapter for easy battery recharge, Includes extra rubber tip for the end of the cane. NOTE: 
PLEASE CHARGE STUN GUN FOR 8 HOURS when you receive it. It will not operate properly until fully charged.

ZAPCANE • $79.95
32" closed, extends to 36" overall
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HIKE ‘N STRIKE 950,000 VOLTS STUN WALKING CANE - The ZAP™ Hike 'n Strike™ is a multi-talented hiking staff that features a 950,000-volt 
stun device with spiked electrodes so you'll never forget to bring safety accessories on your adventure. And if you start losing sun, don't fret-- there's 
also a flashlight built right in. A texturized rubber grip provides solid support while you trek your way through the wilderness. For added security, 
there's a removable reflective band on the staff. With the Hike 'n Strike, not only will you see and be seen, but you'll also feel good knowing you can 
hike worry-free with your new, all-inclusive hiking staff.

Features: Expandable hiking staff - a must-have for wilderness lovers everywhere, Great for camping, hiking, or everyday walking, 950,000 stun 
device incorporated into the handle for built-in security or 4.6 milliamps, Features ZAP™ patented EXTREME Spike Electrodes for added safety, 
Includes flashlight with removable cap for covering stun device when not in use, Rubber non-slip handle for secure grip, Removable reflective band 
for greater visibility, Weight: 18 oz. with batteries, Includes: Three (3) lithium CR123A batteries, 2-year warranty.

Includes: Wrist strap, Extra end cap, Removable reflective band.                                           ZAP™ exclusive EXTREME Spike Electrodes Patent # USD 680, 188S

HIKENSTRIKE • $79.95
29" closed, extends to 56" overall 

The DOUBLE TROUBLE STUN GUN is like having two stun guns 
in one. Twice the contact - totaling 1.2 million volts - twice the 
stopping power! Very effective because of the space between the 
contacts.  The greater the space, the greater the effect. Most stun 
guns only have ½ inches between contacts; the Double Trouble has 5 
inches between contacts. It has a rubber coated soft contour grip to 
make it easy to hold and hang on to. The top mounted safety switch 
has a red LED on/off indicator that confirms the stun gun is ready 
to fire. 4.3 milliamps depending on the freshness of the batteries. 
 
Uses 3 CR123A batteries 
(included FREE). It 
also comes with a hand 
strap and a free Nylon 
Carrying Case with Belt 
Clip ($15.00 Value). One 
year warranty.

ZAPDT • $89.95
6” Long - 6.9 oz.

The KNUCKLE BLASTER STUN GUN is a 950,000 volt stun gun designed 
to give you a punch with power. Just touch your attacker to instantly 
repel them and it will give you time to get away. Longer contact will 
cause further disorientation and after some seconds may drop them to 
their knees. Uses 2 Lithium batteries (included FREE). Comes with a 
free nylon belt holster ($15.00 value) designed to allow quick access and 
deployment of this amazing stun weapon. This patented device has a soft 
rubber skin and is sized to accommodate all hand sizes. A safety switch 
is built-in and accessible to 
your thumb. Once you grab 
the Knuckle Blaster stun gun 
you can flip off the safety and 
fire with the same hand. No 
need to use two hands. 4.3 
milliamps depending on the 
freshness of the batteries. 
One year warranty. 

ZAPBK950 • $56.00
45∕16” × 3¼” × 1⅛”

The STUN MASTER® 18 MILLION VOLT FLASHLIGHT STUN GUN with 
MOBILE CHARGER  is made of high quality aircraft aluminum and delivers 
a shocking blow when used as a stun gun, flashlight, or baton. You can 
carry 18 million volts of stopping power almost anywhere with no one even 
knowing because the stun gun is concealed in the flashlight. It has a built-
in USB charger to charge iPods, iPad, iPhone, iPhone 5S, and a mini USB 
to charge most other smart phones. It also comes with a wall charger. 
Light up any attacker and leave them wishing they had never approached 
you. 4.6 milliamps depending on the charge of the batteries. LIFETIME 
WARRANTY.

SM-FLMOBILE • $42.95
9¼” x 1½”
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SAFETY TECHNOLOGY 15 MILLION VOLT SHORTY FLASHLIGHT 
STUN GUN  - It’s small design measuring 7 ½" x 1 ⅞" packs a powerful 
punch with 4.7 milliamps of power. The bright 120 lumen flashlight will 
light up any scene. It's made with high quality aircraft grade aluminum 
and can be used as a baton as well. The Shorty comes with a holster, wrist 
strap lanyard and has an on/off safety switch. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SHORTY • $25.95  
7½” x 1⅞”

GOLD 18,000,000 VOLT ZFORCE STUN GUN ZOOMABLE 
FLASHLIGHT  - The 18,000,000 volts Stun Gun with Zoomable LED 
Flashlight has a standard flashlight design. It is made from high quality  
aircraft grade aluminum. The  stun flashlight has a strong  4.8 milliamps 
of stun power. The stun gun will  take an attacker down very quickly 
leaving them in pain and begging for mercy. 

The super bright 180 lumen light can be used tactically and shined in the 
eyes of an attacker to temporarily blind them. The zoom in/out feature 
on the flashlight enables you to zoom in to a narrow beam and zoom out 
to a flood style light. It comes with a wrist strap lanyard and has  an on/
off safety switch. The solid design makes it perfect to use as a baton if 
need to hit an attacker to get away. It comes with a wall charging cord 
and a nylon holster.   Lifetime Warranty.

ST-GOLDSTUN • $25.95  
7¼” x 1⅝”

STUN MASTER® 20 MILLION VOLT BADASS METAL STUN BATON and FLASHLIGHT - Blind, Buzz and Bash! Introducing the all new Stun 
Master® BadAss! This 3 in 1 baton is the first combination of its kind made out of aircraft quality aluminum. It features a high end tactical flashlight 
and a powerful 20 million volt blast of electricity that will put the biggest, baddest attacker on well…. his ass.

Often imitated but never quite duplicated, the BadAss Baton is made of some of the strongest material known to man. The 120 Lumen super bright 
LED flashlight will provide that beacon of light in a dark and scary world. With its firm rubberized grip and wrist strap, the BadAss Baton can easily be 
used as a heavy duty clubber. At the front end of the baton is a jaw dropping 20 million volt stun gun. The baton emits an electrifying shock with the 
simple ease of pushing a button. 4.9 milliamps depending on the charge of the batteries. The baton includes charger cord. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-BADASS • $49.95  
14¾” x 1½”

The STUN MASTER® 15 MILLION VOLT MINI BADASS FLASHLIGHT 
STUN GUN  is made of high quality aircraft aluminum and delivers a 
shocking blow when used as a stun gun, flashlight, or baton, You can 
carry 15 million volts of stopping power almost anywhere with no one 
even knowing because the stun gun is concealed in the flashlight.  Light 
up any attacker and leave them wishing they had never approached 
you.  4.7 milliamps depending on the charge of the batteries. Free Nylon 
Holster included. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-MINIBADASS • $25.95  
9⅜” x 1⅞”

SM-FL-C • $35.00
7¼” x 1½”

The STUN MASTER® COVERT STUN GUN FLASHLIGHT is a great 
addition to your arsenal for self defense. The hidden probes make it 
look like it is just an ordinary flashlight. If given the chance this ordinary 
looking flashlight will pump 9 million volts right into any attacker. It is 
rechargeable in two different ways. It can be charged with the supplied 
wall charger and a cigarette lighter adaptor so it can be charged on 
the go. It comes with a standard wrist strap, nylon holster and has a 
rubberized coating to help secure a firm grip. 4.7 milliamps depending 
on the charge of the batteries. LIFETIME WARRANTY.
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BASHLITE 15 MILLION VOLT STUN GUN FLASHLIGHT  - The BashLite 15,000,000 volt Stun Gun Flashlight has a sleek durable design. It is made 
from high quality aircraft grade aluminum. The BashLite will strike with 4.7 milliamps of stun power. The knockout punch of the stun gun will take 
an attacker down very quickly leaving them in pain and on the ground.

The super bright 120 lumen light can be used tactically and shined in the eyes of an attacker to temporarily blind them. It comes with a wrist strap 
lanyard and has  an on/off safety switch. The sleek design is perfect so it can fit easily in a pocket, side door of a car, or in your hand ready to strike. 
It measures 5 13/16" x 1", comes with a wall charging cord and nylon holster. It is available in Black or Camouflage. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

BASHLITE • $25.95
5 13/16" x 1"

Black

BASHLITE-CAMO • $25.95
5 13/16" x 1"

Camouflage

TASER PULSE® - The TASER Pulse. It is a high-tech, subcompact weapon with an intuitive 
concealed carry design that packs the same knock-down punch used by law enforcement 
around the world. With the TASER Pulse you can reach an attacker from up to 15 feet away, 
immobilize them for 30 seconds giving you time to make a Safe Escape.

Key Features: Subcompact design with intuitive user interface: The small size and pistol 
shape provides a familiar discreet carry capability, Shaved safeties and angled iron sights: For 
a comfortable conceal carry and prevention of snagging when withdrawing or re-holstering 
device, Advanced target acquisition: LASER assisted targeting, color contrasting iron sights, 
and powerful LED flashlight to help identify friend or foe, User replaceable battery: Battery 
lasts for approximately 50 30-second firings and it features an illuminated battery status 
indicator light, Tactile trigger and safety, 15-foot safety range with back-up stun gun: 
Immobilize attackers at a safe distance, Safe Escape Product Replacement Program: If the 
TASER Pulse is used for self-defense and it is left at the scene, TASER will replace the device 
free of charge.

What's in the Package: TASER Pulse, Replaceable lithium battery, 2 live cartridges, Conductive target, Protective soft cover, Quick start guide 

Dimensions: Length: 5.25", Height: 4.75", Width: 1.25", Weight: 0.5lbs (227g)

39061 • $399.99

39059 • $24.99

TASER PULSE® BATTERY PACK - A 
durable lithium power magazine which 
powers the Pulse device. This is not a 
rechargeable battery.

39062 • $14.99

The TASER PULSE® SOFT COVER HOLSTER 
makes it easy to carry and conceal your Pulse.

39063 • $19.99

The TASER PULSE® NYLON HOLSTER 
WITH STRAP sits perfectly on your hip for 
easy concealment. This holster is perfect for 
people on the go! 
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39027 • $29.99 
Bolt Holster Hard Case

BOLT, PULSE,  X2 and X26P are trademarks of TASER® International, Inc., and TASER® and ADVANCED TASER® are trademarks of TASER® International, Inc., registered in the U.S. All rights reserved.

80002 • $4.99

TASER® PRACTICE TARGET - Can 
be used will all models of Taser brand 
products. 

37215 • $69.99
Pack of 2 Bolt

Cartridges

TASER® PULSE PLUS WITH LASER, LED, 2 LIVE CARTRIDGES - The TASER 
Pulse+ brings safety in today's connected world. Using the same less-lethal technology as law 
enforcement, the Pulse+ integrates with your mobile phone via the Noonlight mobile app to 
contact emergency dispatch when fired. No fumbling for the phone or freezing up in fear. Pull 
the trigger and help is on the way. Weighing in at just 8 ounces, this high-tech, intuitively-
designed device is revolutionizing the self-defense market. You're fast-paced and connected. 
Your self-defense tool should be too. 

TASER Self-Defense x Noonlight mobile integration:Noonlight dispatches law enforcement to 
the user’s location immediately if the trigger is pulled, using real-time GPS tracking provided 
through the Noonlight mobile application.

Stay connected: As long as the Pulse+ device is within range of your mobile phone, it will 
be connected - even if the safety is in the on position. Optimized self-defense range – 15-foot shooting distance, ideal for most defensive situations. 
Powerful protection ensures a Safe Escape – 30-second muscular override gives you time to get away, and Taser will replace your device free of 
charge with a police report. Comfortable to carry and use– Shaved safeties and angled sights make the Pulse ergonomic to carry and draw. Fast on 
target– Built-in LASER helps you aim quickly. Effective up close – Contact stun capabilities help at close range or in the event of a missed shot. Easy 
to maintain – Battery indicator ensures you know your tool will work when you need it. Legal to own, legal to carry– No license needed in most states.

Dimensions: Length: 5.25", Height: 4.75", Width: 1.25", Weight: 0.5lbs (227g)

Package contains: One TASER Pulse, Two live cartridges, Lithium battery, Conductive practice target

Mobile Requirements: iOS app supports iOS 8+ and Android app supports API level 19+ (Android 4.4 KitKat)

39064 • $449.99
TASER BLADE TECH IWB 
KYDEX HOLSTER - Carry 
confidently with this Blade-Tech 
Inside the Waistband (IWB) Kydex 
holster for the TASER Pulse.  
Featuring: Secure "Pull the Dot" 
snaps that allow for convenient and 
easy on & off, Adjustable straps for 
belts ranging from 1 ¼” – 1 ¾”, 
Barrel protector to stop darts in case 
of accidental misfire, Safety cover. 

30051 • $39.99

TASER BLADE TECH OWB KYDEX 
HOLSTER - Carry confidently 
with this Blade-Tech Outside the 
Waistband (OWB) Kydex holster 
for the TASER Pulse. Featuring: 
Universal Belt Clip Introducing 
Blade-Tech's newly remodeled Tek-
Lok! The Tek-Lok™ has also been 
contoured to better fit the profile 
of the body and to eliminate hot 
spots. Barrel protector to stop 
darts in case of accidental misfire, 
Safety cover.

30052 • $39.99

30013 • $24.99

The TASER BOLT® SOFT COVER 
HOLSTER makes it easy to carry 
and conceal your bolt. Will only fit the 
Taser Bolt and C2.

Blade-Tech is a trademark of BLADE-TECH Industries. Kydex is a 
trademark of Kydex Thermoplastics.
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34220 • $69.99

The TASER® 15' LIVE 
REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE 
2 pack is compatible ONLY with 
the following products: TASER®  
M26C, X26C and X26P series.

22149 • $79.99
TASER® X2 Defender 2 Pack 
Replacement Cartridges 15'

22501-R • $89.99
22504-L • $89.99

TASER® X2 Defender  
Blackhawk Holster

(Right or Left Handed)

TASER X2® DEFENDER KIT - Taser X2 Defender Kit Black with Laser, 
LED, 2 live Cartridges, PPM (Battery Pack),Target. Designed by law 
enforcement the two-shot TASER X2 incorporates law enforcements most 
requested capabilities.

The Taser X2 is a great home defense piece of equipment that's feature 
rich, simple to use and similar in size to the TASER X26P. Its high 
performance dual LASERs improve accuracy and help take the guesswork 
out of aiming and have a performance power magazine that will last up 
to 500 firings. It has a weatherproof design to better resist rain and 
humidity and features self-diagnostics which tells you if the device is 
healthy or has a problem. The X2’s back up shot capability for multiple 
targets or miss recovery has been a leading edge in the X2 technology. 
Its warning arc while loaded prevents conflict from escalating.

22029 • $1,399.99

TASER® CAMERA HD USB - Taser 
Camera HD USB Replacement 
Battery Pack. 

26764 • $69.99

TASER X26P® - Taser X26P Black with Laser, LED, 2 Live Cartridges, 
Performance Power Magazine (battery pack), Target. The TASER X26P 
series offers the highest take-down power available. With innovative 
Shaped Pulse™ and Electro-Muscular Disruption (EMD) technologies, the 
TASER X26P temporarily overrides the central nervous system, limiting 
muscular control. It debilitates even the most aggressive persons and is 
even effective on persons under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol.

11027 • $1,199.99

TASER® CAMERA HD USB DOWNLOAD KIT - The Dataport Download 
Kit is specifically designed to plug into the TASER X2 or X26P CEW via 
the battery well and connects to a PC using an available USB port. This 
cable allows for the upload of firing data from the X2 or X26P CEW to 
Evidence.com via Online SYNC or the download of the firing data to a 
local computer via Offline SYNC.

26762 • $29.99

TASER® CAM HD recorder 
was built from the ground up to 
work with X2 and X26P devices 
to automatically record superior 
audio and video of your TASER 
firings. Inserted in place of your 
battery, the TASER CAM HD is a 
fully integrated solution; when 
the device is armed, that is the 
safety switch in the up position, 
the TASER CAM automatically 
begins recording both audio and 
video. Not burdening the user 
in a dangerous situation with 
the need to turn on a recording 
device is very important and guarantees there will always be a record 
of the TASER firing. A fully charged battery will provide enough power 
for approximately 100 firings of the device and approximately 1 hour 
of superior video and audio recording. The TASER CAM recorder stores 
the video and audio records; the X2 and X26P devices store the firing 
records giving you an unparalleled record of events.

26810 • $649.99

22010 • 
$79.99
TASER® X2 
Defender 

Replacement 
Performance 

Power 
Magazine 

22012 • 
$79.99

TASER® X2 Tactical 
Replacement 

Performance Power 
Magazine This unit 
provides extra grip 
and doesn't hold an 

extra cartridge. 
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Pepper Shot Pepper Spray

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC ½ OZ HALO HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN This model has a locking actuator. ½ ounce with 
halo holster, locking actuator and quick key release keychain. Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet. Contains 6-10 one second bursts. Available in: 
Black, Blue, Pink, Purple and Red. 

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC ½ OZ PEPPER SPRAY FASHION LEATHERETTE HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN - Pepper 
Shot ½ oz. Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a leatherette holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with 
a quick key release keychain, and safety lock. Available in: Cheetah Black and Pink, Cheetah Black and White, Cheetah Black and Yellow, Leopard 
Black and Orange, and Leopard Black and Purple. 

PS-LH-CBP • $11.00
Cheetah Black and Pink 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

®

PS-HALO-BLK • $10.00 PS-HALO-BLU • $10.00 PS-HALO-PK • $10.00 PS-HALO-PUR • $10.00 PS-HALO-RED • $10.00

PS-LH-CBW • $11.00
Cheetah Black and White 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-LH-CBY • $11.00
Cheetah Black and Yellow 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-LH-LBO • $11.00
Leopard Black and Orange 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-LH-LBP • $11.00
Leopard Black and Purple 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

Black 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Blue 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Pink 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Purple 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Red 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

 Pepper Shot Pepper Spray is made with 1.2% Major Capsaicinoids. The Major Capsaicinoids are the true heat 
measure and Pepper Shot 1.2% MC is more effective than of most other pepper sprays. In addition to causing an 
attacker pain, The Pepper Shot 8.5% oleoresin capsicum formula swells the mucous membranes, which makes 

breathing difficult, and swells the veins in the eyes, causing the eyes to close. It's made from 2,000,000 SHU's of 
raw pepper and these effects can last up to 45 minutes and cause no permanent damage. Has a UV identifying dye 

to help aid in the identification of an attacker.
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PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC ½ OZ PEPPER SPRAY HARD CASE 
BELT CLIP AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN - Pepper Shot ½ 
oz. Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a hard case. 
Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with a quick key 
release keychain, and safety lock. Available in Black, Blue, Pink, and 
Red.

PS-HC-BLK • $10.00
Black 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

PS-HC-BLUE • $10.00
Blue 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

PS-HC-PINK • $10.00
Pink 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

PS-HC-RED • $10.00
Red 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC ½ OZ PEPPER SPRAY LEATHERETTE 
HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN - Pepper Shot ½ 
oz. Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a leatherette 
holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with a 
quick key release keychain, and safety lock.  Available in Black, Blue, 
Pink, and Red.

PS-LH-BLK • $11.00
Black 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-LH-BLUE • $11.00
Blue 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-LH-PINK • $11.00
Pink 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-LH-RED • $11.00
Red 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"
PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC ½ OZ 
W/AUTO VISOR CLIP - It fits 
on the visor of your vehicle, giving 
you pepper protection where you 
need it the most. Pepper Spray has 
a range of 6-8 feet and each unit 
provides 6-10 one-second bursts.

PS-VISOR • $9.00

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC  ½ 
OZ  PEPPER SPRAY BELT 
CLIP AND QUICK RELEASE 
KEYCHAIN - ½ oz  keychain 
model with locking actuator and 
quick release keychain. Pepper 
Spray has a range of 6-8 feet 
and each unit provides 6-10 one-
second bursts.

PS-KC • $9.00 
3 ⅝" x 1"

5 ⅛” x 3¼"
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PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC ½ OZ LIPSTICK PEPPER SPRAY - This lipstick model is designed for women. The 
attractive lipstick case is sure to deceive and ward off potential attackers. Pretend you need to freshen your lipstick 
and POW! This ½ oz canister has a range of 6-8 feet and each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts. It is available 
in 4 colors - Black, Pink, Red, and Silver.

PS-LS-BLACK • $12.95
Black  

4” x ⅞” 

PS-LS-PINK • $12.95
Pink 

4” x ⅞” 

PS-LS-RED • $12.95
Red 

4” x ⅞” 

PS-LH-SILVER • $12.95
Silver 

4” x ⅞” 

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC ½ OZ RHINESTONE LEATHERETTE HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN - Pepper Shot ½ oz. 
Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a leatherette holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with a quick key 
release keychain, and safety lock. Available in: Black, Blue, Pink, Purple, and Red. 

PS-R-BLK • $10.95
Black 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-R-BLUE • $10.95
Blue 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-R-PINK • $10.95
Pink 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-R-PUR • $10.95
Purple 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

PS-R-RED • $10.95
Red 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"
PEPPER SHOT 1.2% 
MC ½ OZ PEPPER PEN-
Designed to repel attackers, 
this powerful pepper formula 
is contained inside a handy 
pen-like unit. The Pepper 
Pen is a convenient and 
subtle way to carry the 
protection you need into 
any environment where 
you might find yourself. A 
low key package houses 
a powerful self protection 
pepper delivery system. Pen 
clip easily attaches to pocket. 
You will get approximately 
6-10 one second bursts. The 
effective range is 6-8 feet. 

PS-PEN • $12.00

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC 
TRI-PACK PEPPER SPRAY  
- Pepper Shot Tri-Pack You get 
total pepper protection with this 
handy collection of 3 pepper 
sprays at one low price. A 2 oz 
pepper spray for home use, a 
1/2 ounce auto visor clip to keep 
in your vehicle, and a 1/2 ounce 
pepper spray with a quick release 
keychain. The 2 oz. stream has a 
range of 8-10 feet and 6-10 one 
second bursts. The two 1/2 oz 
units have a range of 6-8 feet and 
6-10 one second bursts.

PS-TRI • $21.95 5 ¾" x ¾"
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PS-LH4 • $6.00 
4 oz. Leatherette Holster

PS-LH2 • $5.00 
2 oz. Leatherette Holster

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC 2 
OZ PEPPER SPRAY FOGGER  
- Our 2 oz Pepper Shot is perfect 
for home use or carrying on your 
belt with the leatherette holster 
with belt clip. The 2 oz. fogger 
has a range of 8-10 feet and 6-10 
one second shots. 

PS-2F • $13.95 
4⅛" x 1⅜"

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC 2 
OZ PEPPER SPRAY STREAM 
FLIP TOP-  Flip top Actuator 
Pepper Spray Stream 6-10 one 
second burst & range of 8-10 ft. 

PS-2FT • $13.95 
4⅛" x 1⅜"

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC 2 
OZ PEPPER SPRAY STREAM  
- Our 2 oz Pepper Shot is perfect 
for home use or carrying on your 
belt with the leatherette holster 
with belt clip. The 2 oz. stream 
has a range of 8-10 feet and 6-10 
one second shots.

PS-2S • $12.95 
4⅛" x 1⅜"

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC 4 
OZ PEPPER SPRAY FOGGER  
- Our 4 ounce Pepper Shot is a 
favorite with security guards and 
gives great protection at home. 
Get the leatherette holster with 
belt clip to carry on your belt. The 
4 oz. fogger has a range of 15-18 
feet and 18-20 one second shots.

PS-4F • $16.95 
5⅞" x 1½"

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC 4 
OZ PEPPER SPRAY STREAM 
FLIP TOP  - Our 4 ounce Flip 
Top Pepper Shot is a favorite with 
security guards and gives great 
protection at home. The 4 oz. 
fogger has a range of 13-15 feet 
and 18-20 one second shots. 

PS-4FT • $17.95 
5⅞" x 1½"

PEPPER SHOT 1.2% MC 4 
OZ PEPPER SPRAY STREAM  
- Our 4 ounce Pepper Shot is a 
favorite with security guards and 
gives great protection at home. 
Get the leatherette holster with 
belt clip to carry on your belt. The 
stream has a range of 13-15 feet 
and 18-20 one second shots.

PS-4S • $15.95 
5⅞" x 1½"
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The WATER BASED INERT PRACTICE DEFENSIVE SPRAYS use water instead of pepper spray. They are 
pressurized with nitrogen. Their purpose is to be used as a practice spray instead of wasting a real pepper 
spray. They will enable the user to get proficient at using a defense spray. WARNING: Do not spray on anyone 
or yourself. Even though there is nothing in the sprays to do any permanent harm to anyone, the nitrogen can 
cause some skin irritation or burning if sprayed in the eyes.

INERT• $5.00 
½ oz. stream

INERT-2F • $10.00 
2 oz. fogger

INERT-2S • $8.00 
2 oz. stream 

WildFire Pepper Spray
 The WILDFIRE® PEPPER SPRAY is hot, hot, hot. The Major Capsaicinoids are the true heat measure, WildFire has 
the hottest on the market at 1.4% Major Capsaicinoids.  In addition to causing an attacker pain, The WildFire 10% 
oleoresin capsicum formula swells the mucous membranes, which makes breathing difficult, and swells the veins in 
the eyes, causing the eyes to close. It's made from 2,000,000 SHU's of raw pepper and these effects can last up to 

45 minutes and cause no permanent damage. Has a UV identifying dye to help aid in the identification of an attacker. 

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC ½ OZ HALO HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN - Has a UV identifying dye to help aid in the 
identification of an attacker. Wildfire ½ oz. Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a leatherette halo holster. Each unit provides 6-10 
one-second bursts and comes with a quick key release keychain, and safety lock. Available in: Black, Blue, Pink, Purple, and Red. 

WF-HALO-BLK • 
$13.00

WF-HALO-BLU • 
$13.00

WF-HALO-PK • 
$13.00

WF-HALO-PUR • 
$13.00

WF-HALO-RED • 
$13.00

Black 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Blue 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Pink 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Purple 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"

Red 
4 ¼" x 1 ⅝"
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WILDFIRE 1.4% MC ½ OZ PEPPER SPRAY FASHION LEATHERETTE HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN  - Wildfire ½ 
oz. Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a leatherette holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with a quick 
key release keychain, and safety lock. Available in: Cheetah Black and Pink, Cheetah Black and White, Cheetah Black and Yellow, Leopard Black 
and Orange, and Leopard Black and Purple. 

WF-LH-CBP • 
$13.00

Cheetah Black and Pink 
4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-LH-CBW • 
$13.00

Cheetah Black and White 
4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-LH-CBY • 
$13.00

Cheetah Black and Yellow 
4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-LH-LBO • 
$13.00

Leopard Black and Orange 
4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-LH-LBP • 
$13.00

Leopard Black and Purple 
4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC ½ OZ WITH RHINESTONE LEATHERETTE HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN-Wildfire ½ oz. 
Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a rhinestone leatherette holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with 
a quick key release keychain, and safety lock.  Available in: Black, Blue, Pink, Purple, and Red. 

WF-R-BLK • $13.00
Black 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-R-BLUE • $13.00
Blue 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-R-PINK • $13.00
Pink 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-R-PUR • $13.00
Purple 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-R-RED • $13.00
Red 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC ½ 
OZ PEPPER SPRAY BELT 
CLIP AND QUICK RELEASE 
KEYCHAIN - Wildfire ½ oz. 
Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 
feet and comes with a quick release 
keychain and pocket clip. Each unit 
provides 6-10 one-second bursts 
and comes with a safety lock.

WF-KC • $11.00 
3 ⅝" x 1"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC ½OZ. 
PEPPER PEN - The WildFire 
Pepper Pen is a convenient and 
subtle way to carry the protection 
you need into any environment 
where you might find yourself. A 
low key package houses a powerful 
self protection pepper delivery 
system. Pen clip easily attaches to 
pocket. You will get approximately 
6-10 one second bursts. The 
effective range is 6-8 feet. 

PS-PEN • $12.00
5 ¾" x ¾"
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WILDFIRE 1.4% MC ½ OZ PEPPER SPRAY HARD CASE 
WITH QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN  -  Wildfire ½ oz. Pepper 
Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a hard case. Each unit 
provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with a quick key release 
keychain, and safety lock. Available in Black, Blue, Pink, and Red.

WF-HC-BLK • $12.00
Black 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

WF-HC-BLUE • $12.00
Blue 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

WF-HC-PINK • $12.00
Pink 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

WF-HC-RED • $12.00
Red 

3 ½" x 1 ½"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC ½ OZ PEPPER SPRAY LEATHERETTE 
HOLSTER AND QUICK RELEASE KEYCHAIN - Wildfire ½ oz. 
Pepper Spray has a range of 6-8 feet and comes with a leatherette 
holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with a 
quick key release keychain, and safety lock. Available in Black, Blue, 
Pink, and Red.

WF-LH-BLK • $12.00
Black 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-LH-BLUE • $12.00
Blue 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-LH-PINK • $12.00
Pink 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WF-LH-RED • $12.00
Red 

4 ¼" x 1 ½"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 
LIPSTICK PEPPER 
SPRAY - This lipstick model 
is designed for women. The 
attractive lipstick case is 
sure to deceive and ward off 
potential attackers. Pretend 
you need to freshen your 
lipstick and POW! This ½ oz 
canister contains 6-10 one-
second sprays with a range 
of 6-8 feet  It is available in 4 
colors - Black, Pink, Red, and 
Silver.

WF-LS-BLACK • $14.95
Black  

4” x ⅞” 

WF-LS-PINK • $14.95
Pink 

4” x ⅞” 

WF-LS-RED • $14.95
Red 

4” x ⅞” 

WF-LH-SILVER • $14.95
Silver 

4” x ⅞” 
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WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 4 OZ 
PEPPER SPRAY FOGGER -  
Get the leatherette holster with 
belt clip to carry on your belt. 
Has a glow in the dark actuator. 
Approximately 18-20 one second 
bursts and a range 13-15 feet. 

WF-4F • $21.30 
5 ⅞" x 1 ½"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 4OZ 
PEPPER SPRAY STREAM  - 
Get the leatherette holster with 
belt clip to carry on your belt. 
Approximately 18-20 one second 
bursts and a range 13-15 feet.

WF-4S • $23.80 
5 ⅞" x 1 ½"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 2 
OZ STICKY PEPPER GEL - 
Approximately 6-8 one second 
burst & range of 8-10 feet.

WF-2GEL • $20.70 
4 ⅛" x 1 ⅜"

WF-4GEL • $26.50 
5 ⅞" x 1⅞"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 9 OZ 
STICKY PEPPER GEL PISTOL 
GRIP   - Contains 38 one-second 
bursts with a range of 20 ft.

WF-9GEL • $59.95 
8 ¼" x 2"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 4 OZ 
PEPPER SPRAY FLIP TOP  - 
This is a great size to carry on the 
hip or in a purse. Approximately 
18-20 one second burst & range 
of 13-15 feet.

WF-4FT • $23.80 
5 ⅞" x 1 ⅞"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 4 
OZ STICKY PEPPER GEL - 
Approximately 18-20 one second 
burst & range of 13-15 feet.

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC STICKY 
PEPPER GEL - It Has a UV 
identifying dye to help aid in 
the identification of an attacker. 
Once sprayed this Pepper Gel 
acts like glue to your assailant. 
If the attacker attempts to wipe 
or rub the Pepper Gel away it 
begins to permeate the skin 
leaving your attacker in pain. If 
used properly indoors you don’t 
have to worry about overspray, 
as it will stay in the direction 
where its sprayed and will not 
affect others in close proximity. 
Pepper Gel Sticky Pepper Spray 
is ideal for a car, recreational 
vehicle, camping, or home. This 
Pepper Gel Sticky Pepper Spray 
has many convenient features 
including: longer distance 
range, stronger pepper mixture, 
sticks to the target like glue, 
its also less contaminating, and 
nonflammable.

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 2 OZ 
PEPPER SPRAY FLIP TOP  - 
This is a great size to carry on the 
hip or in a purse.  Approximately 
6-10 one second burst & range of 
8-10 feet. 

WF-2FT • $18.50 
4 ⅛" x 1 ⅜"
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WILDFIRE 1.4%MC 9OZ 
PEPPER SPRAY FIRE 
MASTER   - The 9oz Fire Master 
model is great for crowd control, 
military, correction, security 
and law enforcement officers. 
Great for civilian use as well. 
Approximately 38 one second 
burst and a range of 20 feet. 

WF-9FM • $54.95 
8 ¾” × 2”

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 9OZ 
PEPPER SPRAY PISTOL 
GRIP   - The 9oz pistol grip 
model is great for crowd control, 
military, correction, security 
and law enforcement officers. 
Great for civilian use as well. 
Approximately 38 one second 
burst and a range of 20 feet.

WF-9PG • $54.95 
8 ¼" x 2"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 1LB 
PEPPER SPRAY FIRE 
MASTER FOGGER   - The 1lb 
Fire Master model is great for 
crowd control, military, correction, 
security and law enforcement 
officers. Great for civilian use 
as well. Approximately 75 one 
second burst and a range of 20 
feet.

WF-16FM • $59.95 
 9 ½" x 2 ½"

WILDFIRE 1.4% MC 1LB 
PEPPER SPRAY PISTOL 
GRIP FOGGER  - The 1lb pistol 
grip model is great for crowd 
control, military, correction, 
security and law enforcement 
officers. Great for civilian use 
as well. Approximately 75 one 
second burst and a range of 20 
feet. 

WF-16PG • $54.95 
9 ¼" x 2 ½"

FIRE MASTER HANDLE PISTOL GRIP HANDLE
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MACE® Defensive Spray
The MACE® KEYGUARD®  MINI Mace Brand Mini pepper spray models are conveniently sized and discreet to carry. They are ideal to keep on a key 
ring and the hinged safety cap flips open to reveal the actuator button. Refillable with Mace Brand Refill Unit. The Mace Keyguard® is a 3 gram unit 
that contains approximately 6 short bursts with an effective range up to 5 feet.

80365 • $18.95
Pink

80366 • $18.95  
Black

80438 • $18.95 
Teal

80439 • $18.95 
Purple

The MACE® KEYGUARD® Carabiner Pepper Spra. Mace Brand Carabiner pepper spray is ideal for 
carrying on your keys or backpack. A hinged safety cap opens to reveal the actuator button and an 
orientation tab allows you to feel when the unit is properly aimed. Refillable with Mace Brand Refill Unit. 
FEATURES: Carabiner FORMULA & MODEL: 10% OC Pepper: NUMBER OF BURSTS: Up to 6 RANGE: Up to 5 ft 
SPRAY PATTERN: Cone WEIGHT: 6 g

80412 • $24.99 
Black

80413 • $24.99  
Pink

80414 • $24.99  
Orange

The MACE® BRAND REFILL 
compatablie with 80366, 80365, 
80438, 80439, 80412, 80413, 
80414.

900097 • $24.99  
Refill
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80329 • $19.99 80328 • $19.99

The PEPPER SPRAY JOGGER model is ideal for sports and outdoor 
activities such as running or hiking. You can carry it on your key chain, 
or have it in hand with the Velcro-like strap. 18 gram unit range of 12 
feet and contains 20 short burst Available in Pink or Black.

MACE® TRIPLE ACTION combines OC Pepper with CN tear gas along 
with a UV marking dye. OC pepper causes the eyes to slam shut and brings 
on uncontrollable coughing and choking. CN tear gas causes profuse 
tearing, an intense burning sensation to the face and disorientation. UV 
Dye marks the assailant and may aid in identification once apprehended.

The POLICE MODEL is the same 
size used by law enforcement 
personnel. Features flip-top safety 
cap, finger-grip dispenser, belt clip 
and key chain. 18 gram unit sprays 
8-12 ft. Contains 10 one-second 
bursts.

The PERSONAL MODEL has a 
belt clip that makes this unit ideal 
to use while walking or running. 
Features flip-top safety cap, 
finger-grip dispenser, belt clip and 
key chain. 17 gram unit sprays 
8-12 ft. Contains 10 one-second 
bursts.

80112 • $19.95
80136 • $17.95

MACE® HOT PINK POCKET 
MODEL features the original 
MACE®Flip & Grip design for safe 
and fumble-free defense. The flip-
top safety cap prevents accidental 
discharge while the finger grip 
dispenser makes it easy to aim. 
10% OC Pepper with invisible UV 
marking dye that can help police 
identify your attacker. Just spray 
and get away! 

80353 • $16.95

HOT PINK MODEL is a  Personal 
Model. The convenient size 
makes it ideal to store in a purse. 
Features flip-top safety cap, finger 
grip dispenser and key chain. 18 
gram unit sprays 8-12 ft. Contains 
10 one-second bursts.

80347 • $18.95

MACE® KEYGUARD PEPPER SPRAY 
SOFT CASE PINK CAMO MODEL  - These 
pepper sprays contain oleoresin capsicum 
– a naturally occurring substance derived 
from cayenne peppers that creates an 
intense burning sensation to the skin, 
eyes and throat, and causes an attacker’s 
eyes to slam shut upon direct contact. 
This formula also contains an invisible UV 
dye, which marks the assailant and may 
aid in identification. The Soft Case Pink 
Camo Model is great for on-the-go. The 
pepper spray comes in a Nylon pouch that 
has a snap closure and key ring, so it’s 
convenient to carry. The glow in the dark 
locking safety cap makes it easy to use at 
night! 10% Pepper Spray Stream Leather 
Plus, Weight 11 grams, Dimensions 4½" x 
1½" x 1½", 10' range, 5 Bursts.

80387 • $10.99

POCKET MODEL - Compact size 
fits comfortably in woman’s hand.  
Features finger-grip dispenser, flip-
top safety cap and key chain. 11 
gram unit sprays 6-12 ft. Contains 5 
one-second bursts.

80141 • $15.95
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LEATHER PLUS MODEL is an 
attractive model that fits easily 
in your pocket or purse. Features 
glow-in-the-dark locking safety 
cap and key chain. 15 gram unit 
sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5 
one-second bursts.

POCKET MODEL has an easy 
aim feature makes this model 
ideal for emergency use. Compact 
design and finger grip dispenser 
fit comfortably in woman’s hand. 
15 gram unit sprays 6-12 feet. 
Contains 5 one-second bursts.

PERSONAL MODEL is ideal for 
outdoor activities. Belt clip holds 
unit in place for quick access. 
Features flip-top safety cap, finger 
grip dispenser and key chain. 
17 gram unit sprays 8-12 feet. 
Contains 10 one-second bursts.

POLICE MODEL is the same size 
model used by law enforcement 
personnel. Features flip-top safety 
cap, finger-grip dispenser, belt clip 
and key chain. 17 gram unit sprays 
8-12 feet. Contains 10 one-second 
bursts.

80170 • $19.9580153 • $16.9580171 • $14.9580184 • $12.95

FOGGER MODEL - Designed 
for use in home or automobile. 
Compact, powerful model features 
flip-top safety cap. 60 gram unit, 
full cone fogger sprays up to 8 ft. 
Contains 18 one-second bursts.

80195 • $21.95

HOME MODEL - High powered 
model is ideal for home, 
dormitories and RV’s. Our largest 
unit features flip-top safety cap. 
120 gram unit, full cone fogger 
sprays up to 8 ft. Contains 38 one-
second bursts.

80196 • $24.95

Attractive MACE® PEPPER SPRAY HARD CASE MODELS fit easily in a 
pocket or purse. Features glow-in-the-dark locking safety cap and key 
ring. 11 gram stream unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5 one-second 
bursts. Includes key ring. Available in Red and Purple. 

80390 • $14.95 80393 • $14.95

THE FACTS ABOUT DEFENSE SPRAYS 
AND HOW TO USE THEM TO BRING 
CRIMINALS TO THEIR KNEES teaches 
you how to choose a defense spray, how to 
carry it, how to shoot it, what to do about 
multiple assailants, date rape protection, 
using defense sprays against guns and 
knives, home tactical use and much more. 
Learn the realities of protecting yourself 
with defense sprays. 32 pages.

TAC-1 • $5.00
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MACE® PEPPER GEL is a (Patent Pending) formulation of pepper spray 
which is suspended in Gel instead of a liquid stream. This Pepper Gel 
formulation fires a longer distance, uses a stronger pepper, it's non-
flammable, sticks like glue and is less contaminating in the area.

MACE® PEPPER GEL NIGHT 
DEFENDER has a built-in bright 
LED Light (33 lux at 1m). The light 
activates when the cap is lifted. 
When you hold the unit in the 
ready position, with your thumb 
placed on the actuator the light 
illuminates the area. This model 
is great for indoors or outdoors at 
night, or areas with low-light. It 
contains 45 grams and sprays up 
to 10 to 20 short bursts with an 
effective range of up to 18 feet.

80352 • $29.95 
2” × 1¼” x 5”

MACE®  LARGE MODEL PEPPER 
GEL comes in a 45 Gram canister 
and has 7 one-second bursts 
with an effective range of 18 ft. 
and flip-top safety cap to prevent 
accidental spraying. 

MACE® MAGNUM MODEL 
PEPPER GEL comes in a 79 Gram 
and has 13 one-second bursts with 
a range of 18 ft. and a flip-top 
safety cap to prevent accidental 
spraying. 

80269 • $19.95 80270 • $21.99

MACE® PEPPER GEL DISTANCE 
DEFENSE SPRAY, MAGNUM 
-9 MODEL - MACE® Pepper Gel 
Distance Defense Sprays combine 
the Maximum Strength Formula of 
OC Pepper and invisible UV marking 
dye with the added sticking power 
of MACE® Gel Stream Technology. 
This Ultimate Pepper Gel Formula 
outperforms conventional pepper 
sprays by delivering extreme 
stopping power that blindfolds an 
attacker with reduced blow back 
from wind. MACE®Pepper Gel is 
offered in three sizes for delivering 
a targeted stream of Ultimate 
Pepper Gel Formula up to 25 feet! 
You can safely DEFEND YOURSELF 
in a threatening situation with 
the effective power of MACE® 

Ultimate Pepper Gel Formula… 
10% OC Pepper, invisible UV 
marking dye that can help police 
identify your assailant, and Gel 
Stream Technology that sticks 
for prolonged immobilization of 
attackers. Just spray and get 
away! 

80272 • $59.95

MACE®  PEPPER GEL MARITIME is an ideal product for personal defense 
on boats – whether on the water or docked at a marina – because the 
thick formula limits the chance of it blowing back, or away from the 
assailant in windy conditions. The MACE® Pepper Gel Maritime defense 
contains 330 grams and empties in 6 seconds, with an effective range of 
up to 25 feet. This model features a pistol grip handle with safety pin that 
prevents accidental discharge.

80271 • $59.95 
5½” × 2½”
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MACE TAKE DOWN OC RELIEF 
DECONTAMINATION SPRAY   - 
This relief decontamination spray 
contains natural herbal extracts. 
Spray mist onto affected areas of 
the skin to dramatically reduce 
decontamination time. Net Weight 
50g / 1.76oz, Net Contents 50mL 
/ 1.69fl oz

3050 • $12.99

MACE® 10% PEPPER FOAM is a revolutionary mixture that combines 
10%  pepper and foam to produce a powerful deterrent against attack. 
The thick foam covers an assailant’s face, making it difficult to see. When 
the attacker attempts to wipe away the foam, the pepper is ground into 
the face and eyes. Also includes UV dye.

LARGE MODEL PEPPER FOAM  
is a convenient size for carrying. 
Compact, powerful model features 
flip-top safety cap. 67 gram unit, 
jet foam sprays 8-10 feet. Contains 
5 one-second bursts.

MAGNUM MODEL PEPPER FOAM 
is the ultimate in home or auto 
protection. High powered model 
features flip-top safety cap. 115 
gram unit, jet foam sprays 8-10 
feet. Contains 8 one-second 
bursts.  

80245 • $19.95

80246 • $22.95

MACE® PEPPER GUN™ DISTANCE DEFENSE SPRAY with STROBE 
LED - The MACE® Pepper Gun is the most accurate non-lethal self defense 
Pepper Spray available. Ideal for distance defense with the convenience 
and accuracy of a point-and-shoot handgun design, its advanced delivery 
system allows you to spray attackers with a power stream of OC pepper 
from up to 20 feet away and from any angle. This MACE® Pepper Gun 
with STROBE LED features a trigger activated DUAL MODE LED light that 
distracts your attacker and helps aim at your target in the dark. 

Pull the trigger once to activate the steady LED flashlight feature. Pull 
the trigger a second time and the pulsating LED strobe light is engaged. 
Available in a variety of colors, Pepper Guns are easy to reload with pre-
filled replacement cartridges and each gun includes (1) Water Practice 
cartridge (1) OC Pepper Spray cartridge and battery for LED light models. 
You can safely DEFEND YOURSELF in a threatening situation with the 
effective power of MACE® Maximum Strength Formula… 10% OC Pepper 
with invisible UV marking dye that can help police identify your attacker. 
Just spray and get away! 

80405 • $59.99 
Matte Black 

6½" x 1½"

LEATHER HOLSTER with snap 
closure and belt loop for Mace 
Pepper Gun.

80106 •  $29.99

NYLON HOLSTER with snap 
closure and belt loop for Mace 
Pepper Gun.

80105 • $19.99

NYLON PINK CAMO HOLSTER 
-This soft nylon case is durable 
and features a snap closure and 
belt loop.

80108 • $19.99 80422 • $16.99

MACE® PEPPER GUN DUAL 
PACK REFILL - OC/Water 
Training Refills

80421 • $21.95

MACE® PEPPER GUN 
DUAL PACK REFILL -  
OC  Refills
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MACE® PEPPER GUN™ Uses Advanced Delivery System utilizing Bag-in-a-Can™ Technology. This new system allows the pepper spray to spray like 
an aerosol in a continuous fashion from any angle, even when Pepper Gun is held upside down. Trigger Activated LED Light allows for better aim and 
temporarily disorients intruder. The MACE® PEPPER GUN™ Sprays up to 25 feet, and holds an OC cartridge that contains up to seven 25 foot blasts, 
cartridges are 28 grams.

80403 • $59.99 
SILVER

6½" x 1½"

80404 • $59.99 
Pink

6½" x 1½"

MACE® PEPPER GUN™ 2.0 provides distance defense with 
convenient point-andshoot accuracy. The advanced delivery system 
sprays a power stream of OC pepper up to 20 feet away and from 
any angle. Refill the Pepper Gun with easy-to-load cartridges.                                                                                                                                      
DUAL MODE LED light distracts your attacker and helps aim at your 
target in the dark. Engage the trigger once to activate the steady LED 
flashlight feature. Engage the trigger a second time for the pulsating 
LED strobe. Comes with a OC Pepper Cartridge and a Water Practice 
Cartridge. Integrated Picatinny rail allows you to attach accessories to 
your Pepper Gun. (3) x 1.5V AG13/LR44 batteries included.

80406 • $69.99 
Orange & Black

8½” × 8" x 2½” 
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The GUARD ALASKA® BEAR SPRAY 
ultra hot pepper spray has proven so 
effective at repelling bears, it is the 
only one registered with the EPA as 
a repellent for all species of bears! It 
is absolutely the most effective and 
powerful bear defense spray available. 
It is safe for the environment in that it 
does not contain flammable or ozone 
depleting substances. 

The formula is scientifically proven 
superior, and it even works on wet 
bears because the specific gravity of 
the carrier is heavier than water.

Endorsed by the Alaska Science 
& Technology Foundation. 9 oz.  
Supersize. Range: 20 ft.

MACE® MUZZLE® is EPA 
approved and provides safe, 
effective and humane protection 
against canine attack. Ideal 
protection for walkers, joggers, 
cyclists or delivery personnel. 
Features flip-top safety cap, finger-
grip dispenser, adjustable hand 
strap, and key chain. 17 gram unit 
sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 10 
one-second bursts.

BR-9 • $39.95 
8¾” × 2”

80146 • $16.95

The SUPER DOGCHASER uses the latest ultrasonic technology in 
two ways to repel a dog. One is a discomforting but not harmful high 
frequency sound (20,000Hz - 25,000Hz), audible to dogs but not 
to humans.  The second is a super bright LED flashing strobe that 
temporarily blinds and confuses the dog. Helps stop the approach of 
unwanted dogs up to 40 feet.  Also has a training setting. Requires 
one 9 volt battery (not included) and can also be used as a flashlight.

BEAR PEPPER MACE® SPRAY  
Great news for true outdoor 
enthusiasts! Now you can protect 
yourself against possible bear 
attacks with safe, humane Bear 
Pepper Mace® Spray. This powerful 
Magnum Fogger sprays up to 30 
feet! Empties in approximately 5.4 
seconds. 260 grams.

Upon direct contact with eyes, 
respiratory system and mucous 
membranes, the active ingredients 
in the pepper spray will cause 
eyes to slam shut, coughing, and 
an intense burning sensation to 
the skin. Effects should lessen in 
approximately 45 minutes.

80346 • $49.95
8¾” × 2”

Animal Repellents

DC-2 • $19.00 
4¾” × 1¾” × ¾”

NYLON/VELCRO HOLSTER for 
either Bear Spray. Comes with 
belt loop.

BS-NH • $12.00 - 9 oz.
PS-NH16 • $12.00 - 1 lb.
Nylon/Velcro holster with Belt
 Loop for 9 oz. or 1 lb. models
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Knives

AUTOMATIC HEAVY DUTY KNIFE WITH 5 HOLE HANDLE  and safety 
lock. Black Color, Automatic Knife with Safety Lock, 8” Overall Length, 3 
1/2” Blade, Stainless Steel Handle. ST-AK-101 • $18.95

8" Overall Length

AUTOMATIC HEAVY DUTY KNIFE WITH SOLID HANDLE  and safety 
lock. Black Color, Automatic Knife with Safety Lock, 8” Overall Length, 3 
1/2” Blade, Stainless Steel Handle. ST-AK-102 • $18.95

8" Overall Length

OTF(OUT THE FRONT) AUTOMATIC HEAVY DUTY KNIFE DOUBLE 
EDGE BLADE - Black color made of premium quality steel.  Lightning-
fast automatic blade deployment, fast and easy to retract the blade. 8 
1/4" Overall, 3” Stainless Steel Blade, Double Edge Blade.

ST-AK-103 • $34.95
8¼" Overall Length

OTF(OUT THE FRONT) AUTOMATIC HEAVY DUTY KNIFE SINGLE 
EDGE BLADE - Black color made of premium quality steel.  Lightning-
fast automatic blade deployment, fast and easy to retract the blade. 8" 
Overall, 3 1/8” Stainless Steel Blade, Single Edge Blade.

ST-AK-104 • $34.95
8" Overall Length

BUTTERFLY TRENCH KNIFE BLACK - This is a heavy duty well built 
knuckle butterfly trench knife. It’s all metal and super sharp with a 
serrated blade. The butterfly knuckle knife has a metal knuckle guard 
screwed onto the handle for easy removal if you don’t want it attached. 
Black Color, Butterfly Trench Knife, 11” Overall Length, 5” Half Serrated 
Blade, 6” Stainless Steel Handle.

ST-BK-101 • $19.95
11" Overall Length

BUTTERFLY TRENCH KNIFE CHROME - This is a heavy duty well 
built knuckle butterfly trench knife. It’s all metal and super sharp with 
a serrated blade. The butterfly knuckle knife has a metal knuckle guard 
screwed onto the handle for easy removal if you don’t want it attached. 
Chrome Color, Butterfly Trench Knife, 11” Overall Length, 5” Half Serrated 
Blade, 6” Stainless Steel Handle.

ST-BK-102 • $19.95
11" Overall Length

BUTTERFLY TRENCH KNIFE PLASMA - This is a heavy duty well built 
knuckle butterfly trench knife. It’s all metal and super sharp with a 
serrated blade. The butterfly knuckle knife has a metal knuckle guard 
screwed onto the handle for easy removal if you don’t want it attached. 
Plasma color, Butterfly Trench Knife, 11” Overall Length, 5” Half Serrated 
Blade, 6” Stainless Steel Handle. ST-BK-103 • $19.95

11" Overall Length

BUTTERFLY KNIFE BLACK - Stainless steel butterfly knife straight back 
blade is tapered and angled upward for a superior cut. The stainless 
steel handle is finished with a smooth, comfortable surface. The handle 
is well balanced with tactical cutouts and a light weight design for, solid 
flipping. The handle features a latch for to lock the knife when not in use. 
Black Handle, Black Blade, Butterfly Knife, 9” Overall Length, 4” Blade, 
5” Stainless Steel Handle. ST-BK-104 • $14.95

9" Overall Length
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BUTTERFLY KNIFE PLASMA - Stainless steel butterfly knife straight 
back blade is tapered and angled upward for a superior cut. The stainless 
steel handle is finished with a smooth, comfortable surface. The handle 
is well balanced with tactical cutouts and a light weight design for, solid 
flipping. The handle features a latch for to lock the knife when not in use. 
Plasma Color, Butterfly Knife, 9” Overall Length, 4” Blade, 5” Stainless 
Steel Handle. ST-BK-105 • $14.95

9" Overall Length

BUTTERFLY KNIFE CHROME - Stainless steel butterfly knife straight 
back blade is tapered and angled upward for a superior cut. The stainless 
steel handle is finished with a smooth, comfortable surface. The handle 
is well balanced with tactical cutouts and a light weight design for, solid 
flipping. The handle features a latch for to lock the knife when not in use. 
Chrome color, Butterfly Knife, 9” Overall Length, 4” Blade,  5” Stainless 
Steel Handle. ST-BK-106 • $14.95

9" Overall Length

TACTICAL NECK KNIFE WITH HARD SHEATH CHROME COLOR 
- Tactical neck knife with hard sheath, made of 440 stainless steel, 
paracord wrapped handle. Great for a  daily use knife. Chrome color 
blade, 6” Overall Length, 2 ¾" Full Tang Blade, 3 ⅛" Paracord wrapped 
handle, Includes Hard sheath, and Sheath, Neck Knife, Silver Stainless 
Steel Blade. ST-FB-101 • $18.95

6" Overall Length

TACTICAL NECK KNIFE WITH HARD SHEATH PLASMA COLOR 
- Tactical neck knife with hard sheath, made of 440 stainless steel, 
paracord wrapped handle. Great for a  daily use knife. Plasma color 
blade, 6” Overall Length, 2 ¾" Full Tang Blade, 3 ⅛" Paracord wrapped 
handle, Includes Hard sheath, and Sheath, Neck Knife, Silver Stainless 
Steel Blade. ST-FB-102 • $18.95

6" Overall Length

HEAVY DUTY FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE - Heavy Duty Fixed 
Blade Hunting Knife with contoured handle for a tight grip. Made with 
3CR13 steel which is harder than 440 steel. Comes with a heavy duty 
Kydex Belt Clip sheath. 10.5" Overall Length, Includes Kydex Sheath W/ 
Belt Clip, Fixed Blade. ST-FB-103 • $34.95

6" Overall Length

HEAVY DUTY FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE STRAIGHT BLADE - 
Heavy Duty Fixed Blade Hunting Knife with contoured handle for a tight 
grip. Made with 3CR13 steel which is harder than 440 steel. Comes with 
a heavy duty Kydex Belt Clip sheath. 10 ½" Overall Length, Includes 
Kydex Sheath W/ Belt Clip, Fixed Blade. ST-FB-104 • $34.95

10 ½" Overall Length

FOLDING TACTICAL SURVIVAL POCKET KNIFE ASSISTED OPEN 
WITH TWO TONE BLADE - Assisted Open Folding Tactical Survival 
Pocket Knife with Two Tone Blade, Black Handle and LED Light. This 
knife perfect for camping, hunting, hiking, outdoors, or emergency 
preparedness use. 8" Assisted Open Folding Tactical Survival Pocket 
Knife , 3.25" 1065 Surgical Steel Serrated blade, Survival seat belt 
cutter, glass breaker, Two Tone Blade , Handle with a folding Led Light.

ST-FK-101 • $14.95
8" Overall Length

TACTICAL FOLDING SPRING ASSISTED RESCUE KNIFE ORANGE 
COLOR - Tactical Folding Spring Assisted Rescue Knife Orange Color. 
9" Assisted open tactical pocket knife, 1065 Surgical Steel blade, Black 
blade, seat belt cutter, glass breaker. 9" Assisted open tactical pocket 
knife, 1065 Surgical Steel blade, Black blade, seat belt cutter, glass 
breaker.

ST-FK-102 • $9.95
8" Overall Length
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TITANIUM FINISH FOLDING POCKET KNIFE THUMB OPEN 
SPRING ASSISTED GRAY COLOR - Titanium Finish Folding Pocket 
Knife Thumb Open Spring Assisted Gray Color Stainless Steel Handle. 
7 ¾ inches overall length, 4 ½ inches stainless steel handle with gray 
titanium finish coating , 3 ¼ inches blade made of 3CR13 steel with 
grey titanium coating. Titanium makes blade and handle harder than 440 
steel. Includes belt clip, use your right hand thumb to push the bottom 
on the blade, the blade will jump out with the spring assisted opening. 
Assisted Open, 7 ¾" Overall Length, 3 ¼" Blade, 4 ½" Handle, Includes 
Removable Belt Clip.

ST-FK-103 • $10.95
7 ¾" Overall Length

TITANIUM FINISH FOLDING POCKET KNIFE THUMB OPEN 
SPRING ASSISTED BLACK COLOR  - Titanium Finish Folding Pocket 
Knife Thumb Open Spring Assisted Black Color Stainless Steel Handle. 
7 ¾ inches overall length, 4 ½ inches stainless steel handle with black 
titanium finish coating , 3 ¼ inches blade made of 3CR13 steel with 
black titanium coating. Titanium makes blade and handle harder than 
440 steel. Includes belt clip, use your right hand thumb to push the 
bottom on the blade, the blade will jump out with the spring assisted 
opening. Assisted Open, 7 ¾" Overall Length, 3 ¼" Blade, 4 ½" Handle, 
Includes Removable Belt Clip.

ST-FK-104 • $10.95
7 ¾" Overall Length

FOLDING SPRING ASSISTED SILVER AND BLACK KNIFE - Folding 
Spring Assisted Silver and Black Knife. 8" Assisted open pocket knife, 
440 Stainless Steel blade, Black blade.

ST-FK-105 • $8.95
8" Overall Length

FOLDING SPRING ASSISTED BLUE AND BLACK KNIFE - Folding 
Spring Assisted Blue and Black Knife. 8" Assisted open pocket knife, 440 
Stainless Steel blade, Black blade.

ST-FK-106 • $8.95
8" Overall Length

FOLDING SPRING ASSISTED BLACK KNIFE - Folding Spring Assisted 
Black Knife. With Saw tooth blade. 8" Assisted open pocket knife, 440 
Stainless Steel blade, Black blade.

ST-FK-107 • $9.95
8" Overall Length

FOLDING SPRING ASSISTED BROWN DIGITAL CAMO KNIFE - 
Folding Spring Assisted Brown Digital Camo Knife. With Saw tooth blade. 
8" Assisted open pocket knife, 440 Stainless Steel  blade, Black blade.

ST-FK-108 • $9.95
8" Overall Length

FOLDING SPRING ASSISTED ORANGE CAMO KNIFE - Folding Spring 
Assisted Orange Camo Knife. Comes with a seat belt cutter and glass 
breaker. 8" overall Real Tree Camo metal handle with three holes, 1065 
Surgical Steel, Orange camo serrated blade, Glass breaker, cord cutter, 
belt clip. ST-FK-109 • $9.95

8" Overall Length

2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE BLUE - 2 Piece Throwing Knife Blue Color.  
9" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless steel, great beginner to 
intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK2-101 • $19.95
9" Overall Length
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2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE PLASMA - 2 Piece Throwing Knife Plasma 
Color. 7½" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless steel, great 
beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath pouch for 
knives.

ST-TK2-102 • $12.95
7½" Overall Length

2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE BLACK - 2 Piece Throwing Knife Black 
Color. 7½" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless steel, great 
beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath pouch for 
knives.

ST-TK2-103 • $14.95
7½" Overall Length

2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE STAINLESS STEEL - 2 Piece Throwing 
Knife Stainless Steel  Wrapped Handle. 7½" Length, 2 Piece Set, made 
from 440 stainless steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. 
Includes sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK2-104 • $11.95
7½" Overall Length

2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE BLACK - 2 Piece Throwing Knife Black 
Color. 7½" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless steel, great 
beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath pouch for 
knives.

ST-TK2-105 • $11.95
7½" Overall Length

BIOHAZARD 2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE BLACK - 2 Piece Throwing 
Knife Black Color BioHazard. 5½" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 
stainless steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes 
sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK2-106 • $9.95
5½" Overall Length

BIOHAZARD 2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE BLACK GOLD- 2 Piece 
Throwing Knife Black Gold Color BioHazard. 9" Length, 2 Piece Set, made 
from 440 stainless steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. 
Includes sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK2-107 • $15.95
9" Overall Length

BIOHAZARD 2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE GREEN- 2 Piece Throwing 
Knife Green Color BioHazard. 9" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 
stainless steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes 
sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK2-108• $15.95
9" Overall Length

BIOHAZARD 2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE RED- 2 Piece Throwing Knife 
Red Color BioHazard. 9" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless 
steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath 
pouch for knives.

ST-TK2-109 • $15.95
9" Overall Length
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2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE PLASMA - 2 Piece Throwing Knife Plasma 
Color. 7½" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless steel, great 
beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath pouch for 
knives.

ST-TK2-1010 • $12.95
7½" Overall Length

2 PIECE THROWING KNIFE STAINLESS STEEL - 2 Piece Throwing 
Knife Stainless Steel. 7.5" Length, 2 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless 
steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath 
pouch for knives.

ST-TK2-1011 • $10.95
7½" Overall Length

3 PIECE THROWING KNIFE STAINLESS STEEL - 3 Piece Throwing 
Knife Stainless Steel. 6½" Length, 3 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless 
steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath 
pouch for knives.

ST-TK3-101 • $12.95
6½" Overall Length

3 PIECE THROWING KNIFE STAINLESS STEEL - 3 Piece Throwing 
Knife Stainless Steel. 6½" Length, 3 Piece Set, made from 440 stainless 
steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes sheath 
pouch for knives.

ST-TK3-102 • $12.95
6½" Overall Length

MULTI-COLOR 4 PIECE THROWING KNIVES - 4 Piece Throwing Knife 
in assorted colors: blue, red, gold, green . 6½" Length, 4 Piece Set, 
made from 440 stainless steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing 
knife. Includes sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK4-101 • $24.95
6½" Overall Length

MULTI-COLOR 4 PIECE THROWING KNIVES - 4 Piece Throwing Knife 
in assorted colors: blue, red, gold, green . 6½" Length, 4 Piece Set, 
made from 440 stainless steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing 
knife. Includes sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK4-102 • $24.95
6½" Overall Length

MULTI-COLOR 3 PIECE THROWING KNIVES - 3 Piece Throwing Knife 
in assorted colors: black, blue, red.  6½" Length, 3 Piece Set, made from 
440 stainless steel, great beginner to intermediate throwing knife. Includes 
sheath pouch for knives.

ST-TK3-103 • $15.95
6½" Overall Length
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4" CHROME 6 POINT SINGLE 
PIECE THROWING STAR - 4" 
Chrome 6 Point Single Piece 
Throwing Star with nylon pouch.

ST-TS-102 • $5.95

4" 3 POINT BLACK THROWING 
STAR - 4" 3 Point Black Throwing 
Star with pouch.

ST-TS-103 • $6.95

4" BLACK 4 POINT THROWING 
STAR - 4" Black 4 Point Throwing 
Star with pouch.

ST-TS-104 • $5.95

4" 4 POINT BLACK NINJA STARS 3 PC W/ NYLON SHEATH ST-TS-106 • $14.95

4", 3 POINT CHROME THROWING STARS 3 PC W/ NYLON SHEATH ST-TS-105 • $14.95

4" CHROME SINGLE PIECE 
THROWING STAR - 4" Chrome 
Single Piece Throwing Star with 
nylon pouch.

ST-TS-101 • $5.95

4" 5 POINT PLASMA THROWING STAR 3 PC W/ NYLON SHEATH ST-TS-107 • $15.95

4" 5 POINT PLASMA THROWING STAR 3 PC W/ NYLON SHEATH ST-TS-108 • $14.95
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Use this SURVIVAL KNIFE as an everyday knife or put it in your 
survival bag and save it for an emergency. It is a fixed blade knife with 
a nylon cord wrapped handle.  It has a finger grip for your index finger 
and thumb. The cord can be used to tie the knife to a stick to make a 
spear for hunting. Features: blade 4 ¼", full tang stainless steel black 
blade, reverse serration saw, thick cord wrapped handle. Includes: 
Nylon Sheath.

SK-1020 • $14.95 
10” Overall

ST-WFOK • $19.95

WORLDS FASTEST OPENING KNIFE - The World's Fastest opening 
knife doesn't use springs or gravity requires only one hand to open. It 
measures Open 9" Closed 5.5" Blade 4"

SURVIVAL KNIFE WITH SHEATH AND SURVIVAL KIT - Fixed 
Blade Knife, 15" Overall, Stainless Steel, Black Reverse Serrated Blade, 
Black Metal Handle with Rubber Texture Overlay, Includes Survival Kit 
and Sheath with Sharpening Stone.

SK-2236B • $19.95 
15”

COMPACT TRAVEL KNIFE - This compact travel knife is small and 
comes with a sheath that is custom formed to each blade for a safe 
and secure fit. They are made of 420 Stainless steel with a black finish. 
Measures 3 3/8" x 1 1/8". Blade length 1 1/2". The nylon lanyard can be 
used to hang on a pack or from a belt loop. You can replace the lanyard 
with a longer cord or necklace to wear around your neck. 

ST-TRKNIFE • $4.95

The PARACUDA FS is an 11" straight blade with a rust-resistant black-
oxide finish and saw teeth that easily clears brush. Featuring a sturdy, 
3mm thick stainless steel blade that is flexible, yet strong enough to 
handle the toughest jobs.  The ParaCuda FS includes a magnesium fire 
starter, a protective sheath and a paracord-wrapped handle that provides 
a secure grip and unwraps to over 9 feet of paracord. 

ST-PARACUDA • $28.95

The PARAKNIFE FS 4.0 has a thick stainless steel blade with black-
oxide finish and full tang. The 4" blade is rust-resistant, designed for 
rugged use, and serrated for quick rope-cutting. The ParaKnife FS 4.0 
includes a magnesium fire starter, a protective sheath and a paracord-
wrapped handle that provides a secure grip and unwraps to over 6 feet 
of paracord.  The ParaKnife blade can be used to create sparks in all 
weather conditions. 

ST-PARAKNIFE • $19.95

The HERITAGE KNIFE 1.0 preserves the spirit of outdoor adventure 
with a modern reliability. It's vintage wood handle floats and houses a 
dependable stainless steel blade that's perfect for everyday tasks. The 
3" clip-point blade provides good control for detailed work and cutting 
in tight places. The Heritage Knife 1.0 has a twist-lock design for added 
safety during use. 

ST-HERKNIFE • $9.95

These PEN KNIVES are actual pens that could save your life. They 
look like an ordinary pen, but feature a 2.13 inch blade that is revealed 
by pulling the pen apart. Comes in Black, Silver, and Gold.

PK-1BLK • $6.00

PK-1GOLD • $6.00

PK-1SILVER • $6.00
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The  PLASTIC COMB KNIFE  is the perfect concealed self-defense tool 
on the planet.  These are covert,  disguised in a comb these knives are 
perfect for protection in nightclubs and even on the street. A harmless 
hair care accessory at first sight, this fully functional comb transforms 
into a knife, but not just any knife. By taking the comb apart, you reveal 
a 4.25 inch blade made from strong ABS plastic that can deal a great 
amount of damage to any attacker. 

Product Features: Plastic Comb Knife complete with window breaker/
skull crusher, Legal to carry inside of clubs and on the street, Made from 
Hard ABS plastic, Super sharp.

PLCMB-BLK • $11.95
6¼" Inches Long 

Black

PLCMB-PK • $11.95
6¼" Inches Long 

Pink 

METAL BLADE COMB KNIFE-  Become the top-secret agent you 
always wanted to be with this novelty item. If you haven't gotten a comb 
knife yet, you need to get familiar. These are the hottest gifts around. A 
simple, harmless comb at first sight, this covert piece transforms into a 
useful knife measuring almost 7 inches in length. The blade is 3.5 inches 
and features half-serration for any task. It is also the perfect product to 
buy for beginners or anyone who is not familiar with knives.

Product Features: 3½ inch blade, 3 inch handle, Metal Blade

MTCMB-BLK • $9.95
6½" Inches Long 

Black

MTCMB-PK • $9.95
6½" Inches Long 

Pink 

CREDIT CARD KNIFE has the edge on subtle personal safety! The knife 
blade is discreetly hidden inside a black credit card with blade-lock. 
Pop the blade-lock and easily fold into a usable pocket knife! Surgically 
sharp, quality steel neatly tucked away in your wallet or coat pocket, 
ready when you need it.

The blade is 2 3/4" long when extended. It measures 3⅜" x ⅛" x 2 ⅛" 
when in the credit card shape.

ST-CCKNIFE • $4.95
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Survival Gear
If you’re looking for a lightweight 
yet tough WIRE SAW, look no 
further. The 21″ stainless steel 
multi-strand cutting wire has 
swivel points for easy handling. 
Even a lightweight backpacker 
shouldn’t skip adding this to his or 
her pack.  It cuts through logs and 
branches with ease and is Ideal 
for a number of survival uses. The 
wire saw is lightweight and coils to 
fit into small pockets and it's made 
out of Stainless steel. 

WIRESAW • $4.95 
21”

MULTI FUNCTION COMBINATION TOOL CARD - 
Survival pocket card tool can be used for outdoor camping, 
fishing, hiking, and everyday use. It has 10 essential tools that 
fit right in your pocket, wallet, or purse. The survival card is 
a thin and lightweight multi-function tool. It is a must have 
survival tool and makes a perfect gift for just about anyone. 
Many women carry these around because of the versatility of 
this survival card. The serrated stainless steel blade is a useful 
cutting tool. This survival pocket card tool is so light and slim 
that you'll barely know you have it, yet when needed you'll find 
it's amazingly useful. The 10 tools include: a 2-inch stainless 
blade that is razor sharp and serrated to cut through even the 
toughest materials with ease, 3/8" wrench on the blade, can/
bottle opener, awl, 8x magnifying lens, compass, tweezers and 
toothpick, inch ruler, centimeter ruler, flat head screw driver, 
and  at just 1.5 ounces, it packs effortlessly for travel both on 
and off-road. ST-MFTOOL • $5.95 

2 3/16” x 7 7/16"

SURVIVAL BUSINESS CARD MULTI TOOL that fits in your wallet with 
11 functions: Can Opener, Knife Edge, Slotted/Flathead Screwdriver, 
Ruler, Bottle Cap Opener, 4 Position Wrench, Wing nut Wrench, Saw Blade, 
Direction Ancillary Indicator, 2 Position Wrench, Key chain/Lanyard Hole.  

SURVIVAL-BC • $4.95

The LIGHT-ME TINDER pieces 
are perfect for starting fires in 
the outdoors and in emergency 
situations. Each piece provides 2-3 
minutes of burn time.  Light-Me 
Tinder specially treated fibers will 
light even in damp conditions. For 
best performance keep the Light-
Me Tinder in a watertight bag. 

ST-LIGHTME • $4.95

PARACORD BAG - CAN 
KOOZIE - The paracord bag can 
be used to keep your drinks cool. 
It is a great handy bag to carry 
your cell phone, keys, ect.. Take it 
to the beach or on your hike. It's 
made out of 280 pound paracord 
and total length of the cord is 108 
feet. It is a great accessory for the 
unknown circumstance!

ST-PCBAG • $19.95
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SOLAROVEN • $68.95 
Folds to: 2” X 15½" x 19"

The SOLAR OVEN BAG is built to be highly portable, it folds into a 
bag to carry and store your cookware. The Solar Oven Bag can reach 
temperatures of up to 285 degrees Fahrenheit. Temperature will vary 
depending on season, location, and amount of sunlight. The solar oven 
will cook slowly like a slow cooker.  It can be used for survival, emergency, 
camping, hiking, and military and to save on energy cost. A UV index of 
4+ is best for solar cooking.

The SEE-ME 1.0 LED LIGHT is the perfect companion for your pack 
or Personal Floatation Device ensuring you can be located quickly in an 
emergency situation. The See-Me 1.0 LED Light provides 20 lumens of 
light for up to 17 continuous hours and the lifetime LED bulb never needs 
to be replaced. The See-Me 1.0 is waterproof with an IPX7 rating and it is 
U. S. Coast Guard-approved. Can be seen from 3.4 miles on a dark, clear 
night. Which exceeds the USCG standard of 1 nautical mile visibility.  
Lanyard cord and hook-and-loop strap included. 

ST-SEEMEE • $9.95

ST-PARATIN30 • $6.95

The PARATINDER is an amazing 
innovation in emergency 
preparedness.  ParaTinder combines 
life-saving fire tinder and 550 
paracord for the ultimate gear duo. 
The addition of a single tinder thread 
allows this paracord to pull double 
duty. Core threads can be used as 
sewing thread, sutures, fishing line 
and more. To ignite, expose the red 
core thread and light with any fire 
starter. You can create a bracelet, 
zipper pull, handle wraps, and 
lanyards for emergency situations. 30 
feet of ParaTinder cord included. 

The lightweight, compact 
TEKFIRE FUEL-FREE 
LIGHTER allows for quick 
and easy fire starting. It is 
windproof, flameless, electronic 
and requires no butane fuel 
or adjustments for altitude. 
The TekFire Fuel-Free Lighter 
comes with a USB cord for easy 
recharging from any USB port. 
The weatherproof case keeps 
the lighter dry and ready for use.  
Built-in rechargeable lithium-ion 
battery.

ST-TEKFIRE • $24.95

The SPARKIE FIRE STARTER is 
a unique, patented flint-based fire 
starter that can be operated with 
one hand and generates an intense 
number of sparks with minimal 
effort. It will generate sparks 
three times hotter than a normal 
match. The Sparkie will light over 
a hundred fires and works when 
wet. Only weighs about 1 ounce.  

ST-SPARKIE • $9.95

The PARATINDER BRACELET with flint 
fire starter is an amazing innovation in 
emergency preparedness.  It combines 
life-saving fire tinder and 550 paracord for 
the ultimate gear duo. The addition of a 
single tinder thread allows this paracord to 
pull double duty.  The ParaTinder Bracelet 
contains over 7 feet of ParaTinder.  

ST-PARATINBC • $8.95

The KLIPP UTENSIL SET 
is made of extremely tough 
stainless steel. It features 
a smooth matte-metallic 
finish and is durable 
enough to last a lifetime. 
The locking carabiner 
keeps the utensils together 
during storage. 

ST-UTENSIL • $5.95
6½"
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The SOLARPACK is ultra-
compact yet a powerful solar 
panel that enables you to 
charge your portable devices 
directly from its USB and 
12-volt DC charging ports. 
The SOLARPACK allows you 
to charge the POWERPACK 
(sold separately) in just 6 
hours of sunlight. It also 
charges your USB and DC 
devices very quickly with 
its built-in smart chip. The 
smart chip also allows for 
the device to automatically 
start charging your device 
when the unit is put back in the sunlight. It uses 12 watts of highly 
efficient solar technology and it has dual solar panels to provide plenty 
of power. It folds easily into a small, lightweight portable case. If you're 
backpacking, hiking, biking, skiing, or camping, you can easily pack 
and carry your solar energy with you. It can easily be hung on your 
backpack during these activities. The SOLARPACK can charge most of 
your portable devices to help you keep your digital life up and running. 
Don't worry about rain or snow the SOLARPACK is waterproof.

Features: 12 watts of solar power, charge most devices in 2 hours, 
lightweight foldable rugged design, convenient carrying pouch to 
store your devices or connector cords, waterproof, output: 5V/10W & 
12V/10W, optimal operating temperature: 0-120 F, use solar power with 
USB or 12V devices.

The POWERPACK portable charger will give you piece of mind when 
you are on the go and need to charge your phone, tablet, or any USB 
charged device. The dual output allows you to charge 2 devices at the 
same time. You can charge your devices from dead to full battery at 
least twice before you need the recharge the PowerPack. The PowerPack 
only takes 7 hours to charge fully on a wall adaptor or 12 hours to 
charge fully on a laptop/computer. It features 5000mAh lithium polymer 

battery, strong shockproof and drop resistant design. Dual USB and 
micro USB ports, and has a 5 LED indicator to show how much charge is 
left on the battery. Specifications: Input: DC 5V/ 1A, Output: DC 5V/ 1 
x 1A, 1 x 2.1A, Compatible: with most devices that use a USB cable to 
charge. Package Includes: 1 x POWERPACK charger, 1 built-in micro 
USB charging cable, 1 built-in USB charging cable, 1 x user manual. The 
POWERPACK pairs well with the foldable solar charging pack. (purchased 
separately)

POWERPACK • $38.95 
4⁵/₁₆” X 2½" x ¾"

The FLINT STRIKER can be used to start a fire in an emergency 
situation. It has a spare compartment to keep dry tinder for easy fire 
starting. Can get up to 8,000 strikes on the flint starter. The built-in 
compass can help navigate your way when you are lost. Each side of the 
flint striker has some help reminders on how to perform SOS signal using 
Morse code. It also has the alpine rescue signal in morse code and other 
hand signals for help. It comes with an adjustable nylon cord that can 
be used to wear as a necklace. The cord also has a built-in emergency 
whistle for signaling. 

SOLARPACK • $74.95

FLINTSTRIKER • $14.95

The SABERCUT CHAINSAW is a heavy-duty cutting tool that is great 
for camping or emergency situations. It easily saws through trees and 
limbs and features comfortable wrist straps for less stress on your hands. 
The flexible 24" blade cuts at a variety of angles with little clearance. The 
SaberCut Chainsaw sharpens with a standard ⅛" saw blade sharpener 
and lasts indefinitely with minimal maintenance. It can be extended 
simply by adding extra cordage to each handle and has self-cleaning 
saw teeth.  

ST-CHAINSAW • $15.95
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The PORTABLE WATER 
BOTTLE with BUILT-IN 
FILTER turns rain, lake, and 
river water into drinkable 
water immediately. The 
water bottle is ideal for 
hiking, fishing, hunting, 
survival, military, foreign 
travel, and emergency 
needs. It removes 99.99% 
bacteria with 0.01 micron 
hollow fiber ultra filtration 
membrane and is BPA free. 
The design of portable water 
bottle filter is based on 
comfort and functionality so 
that it’s as user friendly as 
possible. It will filter about 
400ml per minute; the filter 
can filter 80L before the 
filter needs to be changed. 
The portable water bottle has an inlet that you can pump water directly 
into if used with the (Portable Mini Water Filter Pump). This would filter 
the water another time once you drink through the water bottle and save 
the life of the filter. It will hold up to 600ml of liquid. 

PBWATERBOT• $48.95

The PORTABLE MINI WATER FILTER PUMP can be used for outdoor 
adventures, fishing, emergency relief, camping, scouting, hiking, and 
military or whenever you may need safe drinking water.  The Filter 
Pump provides the highest filtering accuracy. It can turn lake, stream, 
or standing water into safe and clean drinking water. It includes a three 
step filtration process that is unmatched.  

First is a pre-filter to remove sand, rust and other large particles.  The 
next step is a carbon fiber filter which eliminates dirt particles, odors and 
heavy metals. Contrast this to granular Activated Carbon (GAC) used 
by competitors, which is not nearly as effective and sometimes leaves 
little carbon balls in the filtered water. The final filter is a medical grade 
0.01 micron UF filter. This filter compared to popular competing products 
which have only 0.2 micron filtering.  Capacity of 1000L (264GAL).

Comes with a carrying case, 2 hoses, 1 inlet hose with floater to keep 
pre-filter on top to retrieve the cleaner water, and 1 outlet hose. This unit 
can be used with the Portable Water Bottle (Sold Separately). You can 
pump water into the water bottle for even more filtration.

PBMINIFILTER • $98.95 
6½” X 3" x 2"

The REPLACEMENT UF FILTER 
for the Portable Mini Water 
Filter Pump. The medical grade 
membrane silk filter core. Its 
filtering precision is .01 Micron 
highly effective against protozoa.

UFFILTER • $18.95
The REPLACEMENT CARBON FIBER 
FILTER for the Mini Water Filter Pump. 
The superior carbon fiber filter has a 
filtering precision that is 6-8 times higher 
than activated carbon. Doesn't leave 
carbon particles in water. Effective to 
remove heavy metals, organic matter, 
smells, and pesticide residue. 

CFFILTER • $18.95

The REPLACEMENT COTTON 
PRE FILTER for the Mini Water 
Filter Pump. Effective to help 
remove sand, rust, and other large 
particles. 

PPFILTER • $4.95

The PORTABLE WATER 
GRAVITY POUCH can be used 
to store your filtered water. It will 
hold 72 ounces of fresh water. It 
has an 18 inch hose with a valve 
and hanging handle to make for 
easy carrying and storage. 

PBPOUCH • $9.95

The FOLDING SAW  is compact and conveniently fits in your pack or 
pocket. It is useful for a wide range of camping and survival applications. 
The Folding Saw has 7 Teeth Per Inch and the 5" blade folds out and locks 
into place. The Folding Saw has a comfortable rubber handle with no-slip 
grip. Includes a nylon sheath.

ST-FOLDSAW • $11.95
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The DOUBLE UP BOWL is a durable and versatile addition to your 
outdoor dinnerware collection. The hard anodized aluminum bowl can 
be used to heat food such as soups and stews. The BPA-free food 
grade silicone lining can be used independently. The Double UP Bowl is 
perfect for serving hot or cold foods. Can withstand temperatures up to 
300°F(149°C). Dishwasher and microwave safe. Capacity 12 fl. ounces.

ST-DBLUPBOWL • $13.95
4 ½" X 2 ⅛"

The FLEXWARE WATER BOTTLE is easy to store and easy to use. It's 
a must have for hiking, camping, biking or anytime you need a beverage 
on the go. The FlexWare Water Bottle is made of heat-resistant, food 
grade BPA-free silicone. It collapses for compact storage and has a 
handy lanyard for easy accessibility.  

ST-FLEXBOT • $15.95The FLEXWARE BOWL 2.0 is 
easy to store and easy to use. 
It collapses to a compact size 
for easy packing and has a 
rigid rim for secure handling. 
The FlexWare Bowl 2.0 is 
made of heat-resistant, food 
grade BPA-free silicone. Can 
withstand temperatures up 
to 300°F(149°C). Dishwasher 
and microwave safe. Capacity 
24 fl. ounces.

ST-FLEXBOWL • $7.95
Expanded: 4" X 5"

The collapsible FLEXWARE MUG 
is a convenient way to serve hot 
or cold beverages on the trail. The 
fold-out handle makes drinking hot 
beverages easier. The FlexWare 
Mug is made of heat-resistant, 
food grade BPA-free silicone. Can 
withstand temperatures up to 
300°F(149°C). Dishwasher and 
microwave safe. Capacity 6.8 fl. 
ounces.

ST-FLEXMUG • $5.95
Expanded: 3.4" X 3"

The HERITAGE POCKET CUTLERY SET features a 3 prong fork, knife, 
and bottle opener in one compact and durable tool that has a classic 
style. It's made of durable stainless steel cutlery and a wooden handle. 
The Heritage Pocket Cutlery set has a 2" handy, all-purpose blade with a 
twist lock for added safety during use.

ST-HERPOCCUT • $9.95
Expanded: 3" X ⅝"

The PARATINDER ZIPPER PULL, 2-pack 
is an amazing innovation in emergency 
preparedness. It combines life-saving fire 
tinder and 550 paracord for the ultimate 
gear duo. The addition of a single tinder 
thread allows this paracord to pull double 
duty. Each ParaTinder Zipper Pull contains 
approximately 3 feet of ParaTinder. It 
easily clips onto jackets, backpacks, and 
bike bags. 

ST-PARATINZP • $5.95

The HERITAGE SURVIVAL KIT includes the necessities to help survive 
an emergency stored inside a lightweight, compact tin. The versatile 
metal tin is useful in many emergency and survival situations. The 
Heritage Survival Kit includes: ten 1x3" adhesive bandages, 2 knuckle 
bandages, 2 butterfly closures, 2 gauze pads, 1 fire starter with striker, 
1 floating whistle with lanyard, 4 Light-Me Tinder, 1 Compass, 1 Survival 
Card Tool 0.5, 10 yards of 1/2" plastic tape.  

ST-HERSURKIT • $19.95
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The CAMPFIRE KIT features a collection of classic fire starting 
necessities. The wood handled fire starter used with the included tender 
can help start a fire even in the worst conditions. Comes with tinder, 
kindling, a wood handled fire starter, and an instructional fire starting 
card set, all in a rustic burlap carrying bag.  

ST-HERCMPKIT • $19.95

The STAY SAFE KIT is an emergency preparedness kit that provides 
you with the basic essential gear needed to survive outdoors or while 
traveling. The Stay Safe Kit contains an emergency poncho, aluminum 
whistle, two 4" light sticks, survival blanket, survival bandana and travel 
pouch.

ST-SAFEKIT • $9.95

The FEATHERLITE SURVIVAL KIT 2.0 contains an assortment of 
essential supplies you may need in an emergency. Keep this kit at home, 
in your car, RV, on your boat or in your pack so you are always prepared. 
The contents are stored inside a lightweight bright orange pouch that 
makes is easy to locate. 

It's in a compact pouch for convenient storage.  Contents: 1 6" Light 
stick, 1 mini flashlight, 1 box of waterproof matches, 1 emergency 
poncho, 1 emergency whistle, 1 signal mirror, 1 button compass, 1 
emergency blanket, 1 survival towel, 1 carabiner Knife, 1 instruction 
sheet. Weighs 7.8 oz. 

ST-SURKIT2 • $29.95
5" X 7½ X 1½

The FEATHERLITE SURVIVAL KIT 3.0 containS an assortment of 
essential supplies you may need in an emergency. Keep this kit at home, 
in your car, RV, on your boat, or in your pack so you are always prepared. 
The contents are stored inside a lightweight bright orange pouch that 
makes is easy to locate. 

It's a compact pouch for convenient storage. Contents: 2 6" light sticks, 
1 button compass, 1 emergency whistle, 1 spark wheel, 2 emergency 
ponchos, 2 survival towels, 1 mini flashlight, 1 signal mirror, 2 wet fire 
tinder, 2 emergency blankets, 1 carabiner knife, 1 instruction sheet. 
Weighs  13.6 oz. 

ST-SURKIT3 • $39.95
5" X 8 X 1¾
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The FEATHERLITE SURVIVAL KIT 1.0 contains an assortment 
of essential supplies you may need in an emergency. Keep this 
kit at home, in your car, on your boat or in your pack so you 
are always prepared. The contents are stored inside a lightweight 
bright orange pouch that makes is easy to locate. It's in a 
compact pouch for convenient storage. Contents: 1 4" Light stick, 
1 box of waterproof matches, 1 emergency poncho, 1 emergency 
whistle, 1 signal mirror, 1 button compass, 1 emergency blanket, 
1 survival towel, 1 instruction sheet. Weighs 7 oz.

ST-SURKIT1 • $18.95
4½" X 6½ X 1½

Remember how the self defense 
experts would tell you to place your 
keys between your fingers and 
punch? Now there is something 
more effective. Carry the HEART 
ATTACK on your key chain 
and be ready to protect yourself 
anytime. The Heart Attack is 
small (3.5 inches long) and made 
of tough plastic. Hold it between 
your fingers and punch! Attackers 
beware! 

HA-1 • $4.95

TSB-LED • $17.95

Screw-on LED LIGHT attachment 
for the SafeFamilyLifeTM Telescopic 
Steel Baton. 6,000 hours of 
illumination. Uses one CR-123A 
battery (included). Ultra-bright 
LED, high density aluminum body 
with a high impact- resistant lens. 

Self Defense

These solid STEEL BATONS expand to either 16”, 21” or 26” with just a flick of the wrist. They come with a rubber handle for easy gripping and a 
heavy-duty nylon holster for easy carrying. If you are looking for effective self-defense with extra reach, the steel baton is for you.

TSB-16R • $18.95
16” long

Closed Length: 6½”

TSB-21R • $19.95
21” long

Closed Length: 8¼”

TSB-26R • $20.95
26” long

Closed Length: 9¾”

Baton In Nylon Holster

POINTED GLASS BREAKER 
END CAP for Steel Batons

TSB-ENDCAP • $4.95

The LITHIUM BATTERIES are included free with 
the TSB-LED. When you are ready for replacements 
or would like to buy extra, we have them.

CR-123A • $3.95
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18650 • $4.95

RECHARGEABLE 18650 4200MAH LITHIUM BATTERY - 
Rechargeable 18650 4200mAh Lithium Battery, Works in the ST-SDFLASH 
(Self Defense Flashlight) and the SM-FL-C (Covert Stun Gun Flashlight).

CHAR-18650 • $5.99

DUAL WALL CHARGER FOR THE 18650 LITHIUM BATTERY- 
Will charge the batteries that come with the ST-SDFLASH (Self Defense 
Flashlight) and the SM-FL-C (Covert Stun Gun Flashlight).

SOLID STEEL KEY CHAIN KUBOTANS - Grip your kubotan and get to protecting yourself. A great public safety tool, the kubotan has been 
around for generations. Starting in Japan and originated by the man who trained their police, this is a non-lethal defense tool that looks harmless 
but packs a hard hit. Get yours now. 5.5 inch overall length

KUBOTAN-BLU 
$5.00

KUBOTAN-SIL 
$5.00

KUBOTAN-BLK 
$5.00

KUBOTAN-RED 
$5.00

KUBOTAN-BCAM 
$8.00

BLOCKLITE• $8.95

The BLOCKLITE instantly turns any 9-Volt battery into an LED flashlight. The Blocklite features 
an ultra-bright 6 LED flashlight with high and flashing light modes. Its compact design allows you 
to carry and store it virtually anywhere.  The Blocklite can be easily stored in handbags, backpacks, 
tool boxes, center console, glove compartment, drawers, and luggage bags!  It's small enough to 
stick in your pocket but powerful enough to light the way!  The Blocklite is an excellent source of 
light during power outages, road emergencies, or on your next camping or backpacking trip!  Plus 
the Blocklite is a great gift for anyone and makes a great fundraiser and a stocking stuffer! Features: 
Includes a Heavy Duty 9-Volt Battery to power the Blocklite Flashlight attachment. Portable compact 
design - The Blocklite measures approximately 2.75" tall (with 9-volt battery attached). New on/off 
touch switch. New Magnetic Body - Attaches to most magnetic surfaces allowing you to stick to your 
refrigerator or tool box with ease! Continuous lighting time up to 30 hours.  Simply replace 9-Volt 
Battery as needed and you have a brand new flashlight again!!! Super bright 6 LED Flashlight with 
high and flashing light modes.

3704-008 • $9.95

This powerful SLINGSHOT folds down to 
a compact size. It has over 100 yard range. 
Light aluminum frame and split leather 
pouch.

3704-RB • $3.95
Extra band and ammo for 

slingshot
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The TACTICAL BLACK PULL CAP GLASS BREAKER TIP PEN 
has a black finished rounded aluminum body for easy grip it has a glass 
breaking tip which can be used in an emergency to break a window 
and help you escape; it also has a pocket clip for easy carry. It has a 
removable pull off pointed cap. Writes well and comes with a replacement 
pen ink cartridge.

The TACTICAL SILVER PULL CAP GLASS BREAKER TIP PEN 
has a silver finished rounded aluminum body for easy grip it has a glass 
breaking tip which can be used in an emergency to break a window 
and help you escape; it also has a pocket clip for easy carry. It has a 
removable pull off pointed cap. Writes well and comes with a replacement 
pen ink cartridge.

TACPEN3-S • $19.95
6¼" x ½"

The TACTICAL BLACK SCREW CAP GLASS BREAKER TIP PEN 
WITH FLASHLIGHT has a Black ribbed finish aluminum body for easy 
grip. It has glass breaker on one end, Twist the cap for ball pen writing, 
with LED light on other end for Self-defense, and it also has a pocket clip 
for easy carry. Flashlight runs on 1 AAA battery not included.

TACPEN-LED-B • $29.95
6¼" x ½"

The TACTICAL SILVER CROWN TIP SCREW CAP PEN has a 
silver finished ribbed aluminum body for easy grip with crown point tip 
which is used as a DNA catcher and a pocket clip for easy carry. It has a 
removable blunt tip screw cap. Writes well and comes with a replacement 
pen ink cartridge.

TACPEN2-S • $14.95
6¼" x ½"

TACPEN3-B • $19.95
6¼" x ½"

The TACTICAL BLACK CROWN TIP SCREW CAP PEN has a black 
finished ribbed aluminum body for easy grip with crown point tip which 
is used as a DNA catcher and a pocket clip for easy carry. It has a 
removable blunt tip screw cap. Writes well and comes with a replacement 
pen ink cartridge.

TACPEN2-B • $14.95
6¼" x ½"

The TACTICAL SILVER TWIST PEN has silver finished textured 
aluminum body for easy grip with glass breaker tip and a pocket clip for 
easy carry. It has a retractable pen tip, twist to open and close. Writes 
well and comes with a replacement pen ink cartridge.

TACPEN1-S • $10.95
6¼" x ½"

The TACTICAL BLACK TWIST PEN has black finished textured 
aluminum body for easy grip with glass breaker tip and a pocket clip for 
easy carry. It has a retractable pen tip, twist to open and close. Writes 
well and comes with a replacement pen ink cartridge.

TACPEN1-B • $10.95
6¼" x ½"

500 LUMEN LED SELF 
DEFENSE ZOOMABLE 
FLASHLIGHT - The 500 
Lumen LED Zoomable 
Flashlight is all the flashlight 
you will need, right on your 
pocket!

500 lumens of blinding 
intensity, easily zoomable to pinpoint the beam where you need it! At 50 
feet this flashlight can zoom from a 30 feet beam down to a 6 feet beam.  
New innovative lens simply extends to narrow the blaze of light over 
1,000 feet! It has a blinding strobe setting for defense-disorientation. 
Made of high quality aircraft grade aluminum strong enough to be used as 
a self-defense baton. It includes 1 14500 Lithium rechargeable battery, 
battery charger and belt/pocket clip.

ST-SDFLASH-SM • $10.95
3 5/8” x 1”

1,200 LUMEN LED SELF DEFENSE ZOOMABLE FLASHLIGHT - 
The 1200 Lumens LED Zoomable Flashlight is all the flashlight you will 
need, right in your hand! Twelve hundred lumens of blinding intensity, 
easily zoomable to pinpoint the beam where you need it! At 50 feet this 
flashlight can zoom from a 30 feet beam down to a 6 feet beam. 

New innovative lens simply extends to narrow the blaze of light over 
1,500 feet! It has a blinding strobe setting for defense-disorientation 
and an SOS setting signaling.

Made of high quality aircraft grade aluminum strong enough to be 
used as a self-defense baton. It includes 1 18650 Lithium rechargeable 
battery, battery charger and wrist strap.

ST-SDFLASH-MD • $20.95
 5 3/8” x 1 3/8” 
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The 100db GLASS BREAKAGE 
ALARM is an effective low cost 
vibration alarm that can be used 
for securing windows or doors. The 
glass alarm can also be used as a 
personal property alarm to protect 
computers, TVs, stereos, cabinets, 
etc. 

Includes one 12 volt (A23) battery 
and strong adhesive tape. Turn 
the switch on the side to the ON 
position. When the glass is hit, 
knocked or broken by anyone or 
anything, the siren will sound for approximately 30 seconds before it 
shuts off and resets. 

HP-GLASS • $9.95 
2” × 2½” x 1”

Home Protection
The OUTDOOR HOMESAFE 
WIRELESS HOME SECURITY 
MOTION SENSOR can detect 
motion from up to 30 feet 
away and has an adjustable 
150 degree motion detection 
angle. It has a wireless radio 
frequency range of 300 feet. 
When triggered the RF signal 
activates the alarm. Easily 
protect every window and door 
of your home. Comes with 
wall mount and requires 3 AA 
batteries (not included). Works 
with the HA-SYSTEM, EWD-1, 
and HA-SIREN. Cannot be used 
as a stand alone unit. 

HA-MOTION-OD • $24.95

The HOMESAFE® WIRELESS SAFETY 
ALERT & DRIVEWAY PATROL 
ALARM has a unique passive infrared 
system that concentrates on the 
protected area you select. It can 
detect motion from up to 8 meters 
away and has 110 degree motion 
detection angle.  It has a wireless 
radio frequency range of 300 feet.   
 
Once movement is detected the alarm 
will turn on. The Driveway Alarm also 
has a chime mode to alert you as well. 
This alarm has many functions. It can 
be used to let you know when a child 
is leaving the home. It can be used to 
alert store owners when customers arrive. You can use multiple units in 
one location. Only one sensor can be used per receiver.

Very easy to install, portable security wherever you need it; Home, 
Apartment, Trailer, Boat, Storage, Motor Homes, Camping, Hotel, Attic, 
Driveway. Motion detector works with a 9v battery (not included), 
Receiver works with 3C size batteries (not included).

DW-ALARM • $29.95

This HOMESAFE® WIRELESS 
HOME SECURITY SENSOR is 
a double sensor that detects 
vibration and when your door/
window has been opened.  It has 
a wireless radio frequency range 
of 300 feet. When triggered the 
RF signal activates the alarm. Uses 
one 9 volt battery (not included).  
Easily protect every window and 
door of your home.

This HOMESAFE® WIRELESS 
HOME SECURITY MOTION 
SENSOR can detect motion from 
up to 8 meters away and has 110 
degree motion detection angle.  
It has a wireless radio frequency 
range of 300 feet. When triggered 
the RF signal activates the alarm.  
Uses one 9 volt battery (not 
included).  Easily protect every 
window and door of your home.

HA-MOTION • $24.95 
2¾” × 4¼” × 1¾”

HA-SENSOR • $24.95
3½” × 2¼” × 1”

EVEREADY ENERGIZER ALKALINE 
9 VOLT BATTERY.  

B-1 • $3.00

The MINI ALERT ALARM uses passive infrared 
technology to protect a room from intruders. 
Producing an infrared triangle, the Mini Alert 
creates an unseen barrier that’s impossible to 
penetrate without setting off the alarm!  Battery 
operated, the Mini Alert needs no wiring and can 
be easily moved to a new location. Chime 95db 
Alarm 120 db. Mounting bracket included. Uses 3 
AA batteries (not included).

MINI2040 • $15.95 
4⅛” × 2 3∕16”
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The WIRELESS OUTDOOR 
SIREN has a 120db high 
output alarm. It has 3 
alarm functions siren and 
signal light, signal light 
only, siren only, delay 
timer 0-10s. It can be used 
as a siren alarm with the 
HA-SYSTEM. The Siren can 
also be used as a stand-
alone siren by connecting 
up to 8 additional sensors, 
HA-MOTION, HA-SENSOR, 
HA-MOTION-OD. Once one 
of these sensors detects 
motion it will sound the 
alarm.  The siren has an 
automatic shut off. Every 
30 seconds the alarm will 
turn on and off once the 
alarm is triggered until its reset. The siren comes with power adaptor 
and wall mount. It will work with 4 AAA batteries (not included).

HA-SIREN • $39.95 

This multifunctional BARKING DOG ALARM system uses an electronic 
radar-wave sense control. This technology allows it to ”see” through 
wood, cement, brick, glass, etc.  When an intruder enters the guarded 
area, it automatically begins barking like an angry dog. From outside, it 
sounds like you have a very unfriendly dog inside.  It also can announce 
visitors with a chime or alarm.

The radar sensitivity is adjustable from 10-20 feet, volume is also 
adjustable. Stands 9 inches tall. Powered by AC power supply. Also takes 
8 AA back-up batteries (not included) in case of power loss. Unit needs to 
face in the direction you want to detect motion. Detection is limited from 
the sides and rear. The included remote control lets you Arm and Disarm 
the system, as well as set off a Panic alarm. You can also connect up to 16 
additional sensors to monitor larger areas; HA-MOTION or HA-SENSOR.

EWD-1 • $99.00 
6” × 7” × 46∕8”  

TELESPY™ INTRUDER ALERT is a clever and reliable combination 
of a telephone, a motion sensor, and a microphone. The TeleSpyTM 
is an ordinary telephone that doubles as a monitoring system. 
Simply enter any phone number you want the unit to call and 
turn the motion sensor switch to ”on”. Should motion be detected 
the phone will dial the number entered and upon answering you 
will be able to listen in via the amplified microphone on the unit.  

The TeleSpyTM allows you to decide from a safe location if it is a friend or 
foe before you call the police.  The listening period is about 30 seconds, 
then the TeleSpyTM disconnects and instantly re-arms to detect again and 
again.  TeleSpyTM operates from any phone line, requires no installation, 
and is completely portable. No monitoring fees, no false alarms.

TELESPY • $75.95 
8” × 3” x 3”

HA-REMOTE • 
$15.50 

Additional Remote 
Control  

HP-98DG • $12.99 
4” × 2”

The DOOR GUARD ALARM is a very 
versatile vibration alarm. Ideal for home, 
office or travel. This alarm requires no 
installation, simply hang it on any doorknob 
and it instantly detects any vibration. When 
the alarm is tripped, it will emit a 98 dB 
alarm for 20-30 seconds, then will reset in 
3-5 seconds. The sensitivity of the alarm 
is easily adjusted with a screwdriver. The 
Door Guard can also be used as a flashlight. 
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included). 
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More than 900 children between 1 and 14 die each year in drowning accidents.  
 In California, drowning is the number one cause of accidental death for children 1-4 years of age.

But, do you really need these statistics to convince you to do everything you can  
to prevent this from happening to your child or grandchild?

The POOL ALARM is an electronic monitoring system that automatically sounds an alarm 
when children or pets fall into your unsupervised pool. It's portable, self-contained and 
light weight. The unit is simple to operate. Entry into the pool will be detected by the Pool 
Alarm's electronic sensor, triggering a loud pulsating alarm at the unit and inside your 
house from the remote receiver. 

The Pool Alarm installation is very easy. It sits on the pool deck as shown in the picture. 
It is very easy to use with control button operation and will automatically arm the unit 
once you are done swimming. 

The Pool Alarm comes with a remote receiver with flashing light which can be mounted in 
your home up to 300 feet from the main unit. It comes with a 12 volt power supply. The 
Pool Alarm uses 6 D batteries (not included) which should last approximately one year. 
There is an audible low battery indicator which will sound at the pool side alarm and the 
remote receiver. 

Pool Alarm sits right on the pool deck

POOLALARM • $159.00 
10½” x 11”

The 105 dB MOTION ALERT 
ALARM passive infrared system 
detects motion in any selected 
area. It mounts easily (vertically 
or horizontally) near any entry 
area and is battery operated, 
eliminating any need for wiring. 

Unit can be coded with a personal 
security code and can be set to 
utilize a two-tone entry chime, 
instead of the alarm sound. 
Mounting screws included. 9 volt 
battery (not included). 

HA-125 • $32.95 
3½” × 5½” x 2”

HP-SLAW • $8.95    
2½” x 1½” x ⅝” 

This compact, attractive MAGNETIC 
DOOR ALARM by SafeFamilyLifeTM   

uses magnetic affinity to initiate 
its 110 dB siren. The base of the 
alarm is attached to door or window 
frame, the actuator is connected 
to the window or door. The alarm 
is activated by opening the door 
or window. Great for any door or 
window, particularly those hard to 
protect sliding glass doors. Requires 
three lithium button cell batteries 
(included). This unit has a disarm 
key to activate the unit instead of 
an on/off switch. This prevents the 
alarm being easily disarmed. The 
only way to disarm the unit is to 
insert the disarm key.

DSAL-2 • $9.95
6⅜” × 1¾”

Use the SAFEFAMILYLIFETM SUPER DOOR STOP ALARM as an entry 
alarm and to block a door from being opened. If anyone tries to open 
the door, this 120 dB alarm will sound. There is a movement sensor with 
adjustable sensitivity that will activate the alarm if it’s tampered with. 
ON/OFF switch is on the back of the alarm. Uses one 9 volt battery (not 
included).
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Personal Alarms & Safety
The FUR BALL BUZZER is a fashionable furry buzzer series for children and women, can be used as accessories. Pull out the pin to activate the 
100db alarm. Can be used as a personal alarm, or can be attached on a bag, purse, backpack, luggage, laptop bag, ect.. to keep out for easy access. 
Available in three different colors (Pink, Purple and White). Includes 3 - 1.5V LR44/AG13 button cell batteries

FURALARM-PINK • $12.95
Blue

FURALARM-PUR • $12.95
Blue

FURALARM-WHT • $12.95
Blue

The stylish FASHIONABLE LIPSTICK ALARM is suitable for ladies, joggers, senior citizens, night shift workers and people who live alone.  Pull up 
on the lipstick to activate the 90db alarm. To turn off the alarm , push back down. Available in two different colors (Pink and Black). Includes 3 - 
1.5V LR44/AG13 button cell batteries

LIPALARM-BLK • $12.95
Black - On

LIPALARM-PINK • $12.95
Pink - Off
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These BIKE SAFETY LIGHTS are a safe and convenient way to illuminate 
your bike. These lights are visible at distances up to a mile. Convenient 
rubber strap that attaches to any bike. Long lasting LED rated at 100,000 
hours of use. Micro Bike Lights have a rubber strap  and curved inner 
surface that allows the lights to be securely attached to your seat post, 
handlebars or bike frame. Front and Rear Safety Lights have 2 settings: 
Steady and Flashing.  Requires 2 CR2032 Replaceable Lithium Batteries 
(included).

F-SH-213 • $10.95
2⅞” × 1¼”

MACE® SCREECHER AEROSOL 
ALARM - This alarm emits an ear-
piercing blast readily recognized 
as an emergency call for help. Its 
high-pitched shriek can be heard 
up to ¼ mile away. Convenient size 
for pocket or purse. 10 gram unit 
has a push-top activator. Contains 
approximately 30 short blasts.

80145 • $9.95
4¾” × ⅞”

The BICYCLE HEAD LIGHT  
includes an easy to use handlebar 
mounting bracket that allows for 
convenient quick release when 
not in use. Can also be used as 
a flashlight. Super Bright White 
LED's Requires 3 AAA Batteries 
(included).

F-SH-211 • $14.95
3¼” × 1½”

The KEY CHAIN ALARM WITH 
LIGHT combines the two best 
deterrents against attack - a 130 
dB alarm and a flashing light. 
The alarm is activated when the 
pin attached to the key chain is 
pulled or by pressing the alarm 
button on top of the unit. Can 
be used as a flashlight without 
activating the alarm. Uses two 
AAA batteries (included).

PAL-130L • $10.00
3” × 1”

The MINI PERSONAL ALARM LED FLASHLIGHT with Belt Clip and 
keychain has a very sleek and compact design, but don’t let its small 
stature fool you. This easily activated alarm will emit an ear piercing 
120dB alert that will send your aggressor fleeing for the confines of a 
sound proof room. You can deactivate this alarm just as easily as you 
activated it, with the click of a perfectly located button. This alarm fits 
easily in your pocket, purse, can be clipped onto your belt, or attached 
to a key chain. The built-in LED flashlight allows you to shed some light 
on any situation. Anyway you chose to carry it, it will be nothing but 
beneficial to your safety. Uses 3 replaceable LR44 batteries (included). 
Available in Black and Pink. 

PAL-120-BLK • $5.95
3" x 1½" x ½"

PAL-120-PINK • $5.95
3" x 1½" x ½"

8-N-1 CAR CHARGER POWER BANK AUTO SAFETY TOOL - This unit 
has 8 functions to help you in an emergency situation. The USB car 
charger plugs into the 12 volt DC receptacle for charging cell phones and 
tablets. Easily locate the USB port in the dark with the Glow-in-the-Dark 
band. It also charges the internal battery as this unit has a 1400mAh 
power bank built in for portable charging. Will charge most cell phones 
twice when fully charged. The super sharp seat belt cutter cuts through 
a seat belt in just one swipe. There is a bright 120 Lumen flashlight with 
an adjustable neck. It also has a red flashing light for signaling. Use the 
magnet on the bottom of the auto tool to mount to your car. The built 
in glass break hammer is hidden in the positive pole of the car charger. 
Just aim for the corners of the windows where the weakest points of the 
window are and swing the glass breaker into the window to escape from 
the car.

ST-AUTO • $28.95
5 13/16" x 1 1/8" 
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The MINI TRAVEL ALARM with PIR SENSOR 
is an effective low cost motion alarm that can 
be used to effectively deter an assailant. It 
can be activated by just pulling the alarm 
cord located at the top of the unit or can 
detect motion up to 9 feet away.  Emits a 
loud 15 second, 100 dB blast making an 
impending criminal cower and run. 

Just slide the cover down exposing the infrared 
sensor and the OFF/AUTO switch. Turn the 
switch to auto, and the sensor will start 
detecting motion in 60 seconds. Contains an 
LED flashlight, and its convenient size makes 
it perfect for concealing and traveling. Uses 
three AG13 batteries (included).

PAL-100TR • $14.95
2⅞” × 1⅜” × 1”

The WIRELESS CHILD LEASH WRISTBAND is great for keeping track of your children and easily misplaced possessions. 
It has a two way alarm so that your child can press one button to alert you if they are lost or in trouble. When the 
Wireless Child Leash wristband goes outside of the set distance the alarm will alert you wirelessly and sound an alarm 
on your phone. This can be used to keep track of your child, elderly loved ones, pet, phone, laptop or keys. Just about 
anyone or anything that is very important to you! The alarm can easily be removed from the wrist band to be used on  
other important items. The easy to use app for IOS makes it very easy to operate. The IOS app will support up to 4 units 
at one time. It has a range of 10 to 100 feet in open areas. This will be less with objects or walls in between. The battery 
can last up to 6 months on standby. Easy to operate and connect offering a safe way to keep track of the priceless things 
in your life.   

Specification: Material: ABS + silicone, Range: 10-100 feet, Decibels: 70dB, Batteries: 2032 button cell included., Battery Life: 6 months long on 
standby., Working Frequency: 2402MHz - 2480MHz, Works with: IOS system (supports 4 units). ***Does NOT work with Android!

CHILDLEASH-P • $24.95
Pink

9⅞"x ½"x ¾"

CHILDLEASH-Y • $24.95
Yellow

9⅞"x ½"x ¾"

5-CR2016 • $2.95

5 PACK REPLACEMENT CR2016 
LITHIUM BATTERIES  for the 
Wireless Child Leash Wristband. 

PET BLINKIES are vibrant, multi-color lights that attach easily to 
a collar, leash or harness. Pet Blinkies are waterproof and visible 
up to ½ mile away. Available in 3 blinking, vibrant colors: Blue/
White, Pink/Jade, Red/White/Blue PETBLIN • $7.99

PETAG-3 • 
$4.99
12 Pack  

Replacement 
Batteries

This is a 2N1 PERSONAL/
DOOR ALARM. It acts as a 
burglar alarm and a personal 
alarm. Hang it on any door 
knob (non-metallic doors) and it 
instantly and automatically sounds 
when an intruder touches the door 
knob. Carry it with you and just 
pull out the metal chain to sound 
the alarm and deter an assailant. 
The alarm is 120 decibels. Requires 
one 9 volt battery.

AL-2 • $10.95
 4 ¼" x 2 ¼" x 1"
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Designed to draw attention to any  
crisis, our 130 dB PERSONAL 
ALARM is one of the loudest on 
the market. The alarm is activated 
when the strap attached to the 
alarm pin is pulled. Travels easily 
on your belt or in your purse.  
 
The Door Alarm accessory converts 
the Personal Alarm into a portable 
door or window alarm.  Great for 
home, hotel rooms, college dorms, 
etc. Requires one 9 volt battery 
(not included). 

The new 3 IN 1 130db 
PERSONAL ALARM WITH LIGHT 
is the only alarm that can act as 
a flashlight, personal alarm, laptop 
computer alarm, and window or 
door alarm. It has 2 attachments. 
The first is a standard smart hook 
that can be used on your belt loop 
or purse. Second is the window or 
door alarm attachment that can be 
used on a window, door, or as a 
laptop alarm. When the alarm is 
activated there is a strobe light to 
attract attention. The unit also has 
a button for the flashlight function. 
It runs off of one 9 volt battery 
(not included).

PAL-1LIGHT • $11.95 
3” × 2” x 1”

PAL-1 • $9.95
3” × 2” x 1”

PAL-OVERFLOW • $2.00

The WATER OVERFLOW SENSOR 
ATTACHMENT easily connects 
to the PAL-1 or PAL-1LIGHT. The 
overflow sensor protects against 
water overflow or flooding. If 
the sensor comes in contact with 
water it will sound the alarm. This 
is great for use near a washing 
machine, water heater, bathtub, 
and in basements.  The attachment 
comes with a suction cup for easy 
mounting. 

The sleek, slim design of this PERSONAL ALARM WITH FLASHLIGHT 
fits easily into small hands, purses and even a pocket. The activation 
pin is connected to a wrist strap and when the pin is removed the alarm 
sounds at an ear piercing 130 dB. The alarm is also equipped with a 
flashlight, useful for dark parking lots or when entering a dark building. 
Perfect for real estate agents, night-shift employees and even children! 
Uses two AAA batteries (included).

PL-6 • $9.95 
3½” × 2½” × ½”

The SMALL ALARMED PADLOCK works as a 
Motion Sensor when it’s locked the 100db alarm 
will sound when the lock is tampered. The alarm 
will go off giving excellent security to your bikes, 
fence, gates or any application it is used on.

Features: Built-in Siren Padlock, 100 dB Siren 
Alarm, 3pcs AG13 button batteries included, 
Comes with 2 keys, made from zinc alloy

ALRMLCK-SM • $ 19.95 
3¼” x 2 3/16” x 1” 

LARGE ALARMED PADLOCK works as a Motion 
Sensor when it’s locked the 100db alarm will 
sound when the lock is tampered. The alarm will 
go off giving excellent security to your bikes, 
fence, gates or any application it is used on.

Features: Built-in Siren Padlock, 100 dB Siren 
Alarm, 3pcs AG13 button batteries included, 
Comes with 2 keys, made from zinc alloy

ALRMLCK-LG • $ 20.95 
5¼” x 2 3/16” x 1” 

The NAP ALARM is for 
anyone who has ever felt 
drowsy while driving.  
Some of us have actually 
fallen asleep only to be 
awakened by the blaring 
horn of an oncoming 
car. The Nap Alarm is an 
innovative, potentially 
lifesaving anti-drowsiness 
alarm. It is worn over the 
ear and has an electronic position sensor. When your head nods forward, 
it sounds a loud alarm to instantly wake you and alert your passengers. 

The Nap Alarm is not only designed for drivers, it is also perfect for 
people who need to be fully alert while on duty, for example, security 
guards, machine operators and even students while studying or where 
concentration is required. Makes a perfect gift. Uses three AG13 alkaline 
button cell batteries (included).

NZ-1 • $9.95  
1⅞” × 2¼” × ⅝”
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The SAFE STEPS ARM BAND LIGHTS FOR RUNNERS provides visibility when walking or running at night. The Safe Steps Arm Band operate in 
blinking or steady on modes and are available in 6 colors. They're the perfect light for running or walking your pets at night too. Our armband lights 
operate on 2 CR2032 Lithium batteries (included and installed) and are ready to wear right away. Weather resistant, Flashing and Steady On Modes, 
Available In 6 colors: White, Blue, Red, Green, Yellow and Pink.

AB-BLUE • $9.95
Blue

AB-GREEN • $9.95
Green

AB-RED • $9.95
Red

AB-PINK • $9.95
Pink

AB-WHITE • $9.95
White

AB-YELLOW • $9.95
Yellow

The SAFE STEPS LED CLIP ON SHOE LIGHTS FOR RUNNERS clip on to the back of any shoe in seconds and provide visibility when walking, 
running or bike riding at night. Available in 6 colors, Safe Steps operate in blinking or steady-on modes. These shoe safety lights convert all running 
shoes (and many types of other shoes) into instantly noticeable safety lights at night. They're the perfect clip on lights for walking your pets at night 
too. When it's so important to be seen from behind during nighttime hours, these convenient and affordable lights can save lives. Our shoe safety 
lights operate on 2 CR2016 Lithium batteries (included and installed) and are ready to wear right away. They are available In White, Blue, Red, 
Green, Yellow and Pink, Weather Resistant, fits Just About Any Type and Size of Shoe Even Most Kid Sizes, Flashing and Steady-On Modes, Great for 
Campgrounds, sold individually so you can mix and match colors. 

SS-BLUE • $8.95
Blue

SS-GREEN • $8.95
Green

SS-RED • $8.95
Red

SS-PINK • $8.95
Pink

SS-WHITE • $8.95
White

SS-YELLOW • $8.95
Yellow
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The SAFEFAMILYLIFETM KEY FINDER has many uses. It can be used to keep track of your keys, 
wallet, or any item you misplace on a regular basis. The Remote Key Finder is very convenient 
and easy to use. For example, just attach it to a set of keys and when you need to find them 
press one of the buttons on the small credit card style transmitter and the SafeFamilyLifeTM 

Key Finder will sound a beeping alarm for 4 seconds. The Key Finder will detect the signal from 
up to 50 feet away even if it is hidden under pillows or in another room. The radio frequency 
penetrates walls, cushions, leather, and sofa pillows. Never lose your keys, wallet, or remote 
control again. It uses a 433 MHz frequency and has a sound of 90dB. Remote distance range: 
50 feet. It comes with 1 small credit card style remote transmitter and 2 key fob receivers. 
The receiver uses a CR2032 batteries (included). The transmitter uses 2 CR2016 batteries 
(included). Batteries can last up to a year depending on use, it is good to test each key fob 
weekly. KEY-FINDER •  $17.95

DIVERSION SAFES - the best place to hide anything is in plain sight. The Chicago Crime Commission states that a burglar spends an average of 8 
minutes in the victim’s home. Put the odds in your favor, hide your valuables in plain sight. The diversion safes are a unique home-security product. 
We offer a wide variety of personal care, household products and food containers with removable tops and bottoms. Valuables can be discreetly 
stored inside these look-a-like containers and kept in their seemingly rightful places. Each is indistinguishable from the genuine product and is even 
weighted to feel full.

Diversion Safes

DS-FLOWERPOT • $31.95
2½” × 3½”

Color May Vary 

DS-WALLCLK • $15.95
2” × 8½” x 2 

Requires 1 AA Battery 
(not included)

 Dimensions Listed Are Interior Safe Dimensions - Pictures are for Illustration Purposes Only  
****The design of the cans can change at the discretion of the manufacturer.****

DS-PAINTLG • $39.95
3⅞” × 6”

DS-PAINTSM • $31.95
3⅛” × 3½”

DS-BOOK • $19.00 
6¾” × 3⅞” × 1½”

Titles May Vary
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DS-STONE • 
$6.95

1¼” × 2¼” × ¾”

DS-WALL • 
$5.95

2 3/16” × 2” × 5”

DS-COFFEE • $27.95
2⅞” × 3½”

DS-CREAMER •
$25.95
1¾” × 5”

DS-AJAXLG •
$21.95

1¾” × 5⅛”

DS-JIFF • $27.95
2⅛" x 3⅞" 

DS-MAYO • $27.95
2⅛" x 3⅞" 

DS-THERMOMETER • $5.95
1 11/16” × 6”

This Item Also Has Two Hooks  
To Hang Keys.

DS-MUGSS • 
$24.95

2⅛” × 2½”

DS-MUG •$16.95
3½” × 3”

DS-AIRFRSH  
• $25.95
1⅜" x 3¾"

DS-AQUANET 
• $19.00
1¾” × 4”

DS-BFLAG •
$25.95

 1¾" x 3⅞"

DS-SPRAY •
$21.95

1¾” × 5¼”

DS-BRUSH •
$24.95

1¼” × 3⅞”

DS-WATERBTL 
• $24.95
3½” × 2½"

DS-PBRBEER 
• $12.00
1" x 3½"

DS-DRPEPPER  
• $10.00
1" x 3½"

DS-COKE •
$10.00
1" x 3½"
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DS-LINT • 
$24.95

1½” × 4¼”

DS-PEANUTBUTTER •
$17.95
2¼” × 4”

DS-BARBASOL •
$19.00

1¾” × 3¼”

DS-AXE • $22.95
3” × 1⅛”

DS-7UP • $10.00
1" x 3½"

DS-A&WROOTBEER 
• $10.00
1" x 3½"

DS-CHERRY7UP • 
$10.00
1" x 3½"

DS-ENERGY •
$24.95

 1 7/16" x 3½”

DS-ARIZONA •
$12.50

1¾” × 6½”

DS-MOTOR •$39.95
 3⅛" x 3½" 

DS-2LITER • 
$39.95
3" x 3 ½" 

DS-TIRE •
$21.00 
1¾” × 4”

DS-LQWRENCH •
$19.00
1¾” × 4”

DS-ENGINE •
$19.95
1¾” × 4”

DS-BRAKE2 •
$24.95
1¾” × 4”

DS-WD40 •
$39.95
1⅞" x 4"

DS-GINGER • $10.00
1" x 3½"

DS-BEER •
$12.00
1" x 3½"

DS-HEINEKEN • $12.00
1" x 3½"

DS-PUNCH •
$10.00
1" x 3½"

DS-SPRITE •
$10.00
1" x 3½"
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These BLOWGUNS are .40 caliber, precision manufactured with seamless T-6061 aircraft aluminum tubing and guaranteed for life. They are not 
toys but the real thing. With all the new improvements, you can expect ranges over 250 feet and muzzle velocities as high as 350 feet per second 
or more! In fact, the darts can penetrate ¼” of plywood with no problem! 100% USA made. Each Blowgun comes with 12 target darts, mouthpiece, 
muzzle guard, foam grip and two dart quivers. Available in various lengths.

TAR-250 • $20.00
250 pack

You may also wish to add an optional PAINT BALL 
MAGAZINE QUIVER set to your blowgun. The magazine 
set allows you to carry up to 80 paint balls on your blowgun.  
(Paint Balls Not Included)

PB-100 $7.00
100 pack

PB-250  $14.00
250 pack

TAR-100 • $10.00
100 pack

BG-18 • $9.00-18”
BG-24 • $11.00-24”

BG-36 • $ 13.00-36”
BG-48 • $ 16.00-48”

BG-60 • $19.00-60”
BG-72 • $22.00-72”

  BG-SM • $7.00

PB-1000 $31.95
1,000 pack

Blowgun Target Darts

Blowguns

Security Scanners
SAFETY TECHNOLOGY SECURITY SCANNER HAND HELD METAL DETECTOR -Safety Technology portable hand-held metal 
detector has fast detecting speed and high sensitivity. This metal detector is perfect for detecting prohibited metal items. Can be used
in schools, prisons, airports, clubs, bars, theaters, sports stadiums, cruise ships, casinos, and much more. The metal detector is powered by 
a 9-volt battery (not included). There is a 2.1mm charging jack on the side of the metal detector. You can use this charging jack to charge 
a rechargeable 9-volt battery (not included). It will detect small metal objects like a paper clip and large objects like a hand gun. Includes a 
wrist strap for easy carrying.

Highly sensitive and fast detecting, Detecting Distance: Pin 1”, Handgun 4”, Knife 4”, Detecting temperature range is 5°F – 115°F, Large 
detecting probe area, even detects small hidden metal objects, 2 Metal detecting alerts you can choose between audible tone or vibration, 
Powered by 1 9V battery (not included), Comes with an external charging port you can use to charge it with a rechargeable battery (not 
included). Three-color indicator: green for power, yellow for low battery, red for alert. Lifetime warranty against manufacturers defects

ST-MD1 • $49.95
14⅝”x 3”x 1⅛”  
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1165900 • $199.95
8.43” × 1⅝” 1165190 • $199.95

16½” × 3½” × 1⅝” 

Garrett’s SUPERSCANNER® V is the most recognized hand-held 
metal detector in the world. The industry leader for more than 25 
years, the SuperScanner® V is backed by ongoing state-of-the-art 
Garrett engineering. Ultimate sensitivity: detects medium sized pistol 
from 9” distance; large knife from 6”; razor blades and box cutters 
from 3” distance; foil-wrapped drugs and tiny jewelry from 1”. Large 
8” scan surface for quick, thorough scanning. 

The SuperScanner® V is self-calibrating, the digital microprocessor 
technology eliminates the need for periodic sensitivity adjustments. 
Rugged, high-impact ABS case with reinforced coil compartment 
keeps the internal components safe. Three-color LED indication, sharp 
audible alarm and bright red LED indicates the detection of metal. 
Momentary push button helps pause detection of nearby ambient 
metal, like rebar, metal walls, etc.  9 volt battery (included). Optional 
rechargeable battery kit available.

The GARRETT TACTICAL HAND-HELD METAL DETECTOR 
(THD) is the most rugged, compact metal detector on the market. 
Has a silent vibrating alarm indicator. Ultra sensitive response to 
metal objects. Works well for all law enforcement operations, but it 
is also particularly effective for use in schools, bars, clubs, and for 
corporate security. Built-in flashlight is ideal for law enforcement and 
night operations. Highly-sensitive - Powerful 4” length, 360° detection 
area

Accurate detection of all ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless steel 
weapons, contraband and other metallic objects. Bright LED flashlight 
for low light and night operations. Useful for scanning IDs and for 
searching pockets, handbags.  Silent vibrating with Red LED alarm 
indicator. Sealed water-resistant construction. Easy ON/OFF battery 
cover. 9 volt battery (included), ballistic weave holster (included): 
mounts easily on belt or in car. Optional rechargeable battery kit.

1612000 • $24.95  
3”× 2” × 2½”

Garett's METAL DETECTORS RECHARGE BATTERY 
KIT Includes two (2) environmentally friendly Cadmium-
free Ni-MH batteries and charger. For use with CSI PRO-
POINTER, SuperWand, THD, and SuperScanner® V.

The SUPERWAND has a 360° detection field that provides uniform 
sensitivity and tip pinpointing to detect weapons and other metal 
objects with extreme accuracy. From airports to sporting events, the 
lightweight SuperWand is the hand-held of choice for today’s security 
screener. High-volume screening detector with versatile dual alarm 
mode which allows audible or silent search. Detects ferrous, non-
ferrous and stainless steel weapons, contraband and other metal 
objects.

Self-calibrating: digital microprocessor technology eliminates the 
need for periodic sensitivity adjustments. Easy and convenient to 
use with one-touch button and three color LED lights. Clear audible 
or Silent /Vibrate LED alarm signal. Rugged injection molded 
construction including structurally isolated coil for added impact 
absorption. Ergonomically designed grip fits comfortably in virtually 
any size hand. Easy ON/OFF battery cover: standard 9 volt battery 
included. Optional rechargeable battery kit available.

The CSI PRO-POINTER™ with HOLSTER Pinpointing Metal 
Detector speeds the search and recovery efforts of crime scene 
evidence. This highly–sensitive pin pointer has both audible and 
vibrating alarms and requires no tuning. Proportional alarms increase 
in intensity based on target’s proximity to quickly pinpoint weapons, 
shell casings, projectiles and crime scene evidence. Search walls and 
tight spaces for hidden items like metal pipes or studs, can also check 
wood for nails. Features a scraping blade to sift through soil and is also 
water resistant - can be washed in running water or used in the rain. 
 
Automatically adjusts - Microprocessor circuitry ensures maximum 
sensitivity with no tuning necessary. Pinpointing tip and 360° 
side scanning capability in one pin pointer. Scan with the side of 
the detector to quickly cover an area, then use the tip to precisely 
pinpoint the target. Static detection (no motion required) speeds 
target recovery. LED flashlight assists in low light recoveries. Woven 
belt holster and standard 9v battery included.

1165800 • $229.95
19” × 3¼” × 1¼” 

1166020 • $169.95
9” × 1½” 
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POWER BANK HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - The power bank hidden camera looks like 
any regular power bank you would never know there is a discreetly hidden camera and DVR inside.  It records at 
an amazing 1920x1080 HD resolution @ 10fps or 1280x720 @30fps. It has a battery run time of about 8 hours 
most portable cameras only have a 2 hour battery life.  The power bank can be used for many applications like, 
nanny camera, evidence for court, and any other covert surveillance jobs. It comes with a 16GB memory which you 
can store 5 hours of video but has a motion detection which allows you to get the most out of the battery life and 
storage space.  The power bank spy camera easily connects to a PC using a supplied USB cable to download the 
surveillance footage. 

Features: 1920x1080 10fps, 1280x720 30fps video resolution, 4032x3024 photo resolution, motion detection, 8 
hour battery life, works with Windows and Mac OS, 16GB memory.

Includes: Power bank camera, USB Cable, Phone connectors, user manual.

HC-PWRBK-DVR • $109.00 
4⅜”× 2⅝” × ¾”

NECKTIE HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR- The hidden 
necktie camera is best suited for portable hidden surveillance applications and 
in particular for use by law enforcement personnel during sting operations. It 
records in crisp clear 720x480 resolution and stores the information on a 16GB 
memory card which will hold 10 hours of video footage. The necktie is an ideal 
tool for "body worn" instant covert video recording. It has one touch recording 
with the supplied remote control. Easily connects to PC for viewing and storing 
video footage. This is an awesome undetectable hidden camera; even from 
up close no one will know you have a hidden camera on you. The neck tie is 
completely adjustable and will fit just about anyone. 

Features: 720 x 480 video resolution, battery life about 3 hours, charging time 3 hours, remote control operation, works with Windows and Mac 
OS, 16GB memory. 

Includes: tie camera, remote control, USB cable, user manual. HC-NKTIE-DVR • $88.00

The ELECTRIC LIGHTER HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR is small and 
discreet and can be taken just about anywhere to gather video footage at anytime. It has a 
heating element and works as a lighter. It records in 1280 x 720 resolution on a 16GB micro SD 
card which allows you to store 5 hours of footage.  The motion detection feature allows you to 
record only when there is motion which saves storage space. The rechargeable battery will last for 
2 hours and only takes 2 hours to recharge. Easy to operate and user friendly. It can be connected 
to a computer to download and view video footage. 

Features: 1280 x 720 video resolution, 1600 x 1200 photo resolution, motion detection, 2 hour 
battery life, charging time 2 hours, works with Windows and Mac OS, 16GB memory, 30 FPS. 

Includes: lighter camera, USB Cable, user manual.
HC-LIGTR2-DVR • $91.00

2⅝”× ⁵/₁₆” × 2½”

MINI CLIP ON SMILEY FACE BUTTON SPY HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - Mini Clip 
On Smiley Face Button Spy Hidden Camera with Built in DVR. Smile your on camera, the Smiley face camera is 
awesome it records in 720*480 resolution at 30fps and can easily be clipped on to clothing, backpacks, and purse 
straps. It comes with a suction cup goose neck mount for different mounting applications.  The smiley face camera 
comes with 16GB of memory that will hold 10 hours of video footage. 

Features: 720 x 480 video resolution at 30fps, 1280x960 photo resolution, battery life about 2 hours, charging 
time 2-3 hours, works with Windows and Mac OS, 16GB memory, dimensions 1 7/8" x 1/2". 

Includes: Smiley Face Camera, USB cable User manual. 
HC-SMILE-DVR • $55.00

1⅞”×½”

Hidden Cameras with DVRs
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The CROSS HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH 
BUILT-IN DVR is a tiny spy camera hidden 
inside a mini crucifix!  You can wear it as a 
necklace and capture people in the act and the 
possibilities are endless. It records at a crisp 
clear 640 x 480 resolution on an internal 16GB 
of memory which you can get up to 10 hours 
of recording. It's very easy to capture video 
evidence for court, nanny camera, or recording 
live sports. You can use it as a camera for still 
photos with a 1280x960 resolution. Just use 
the USB cord to connect to your computer and 
download the video footage. 

Features: 640x480 resolution, 1280 x 960 
photo resolution, 16GB memory, battery life 
about 2 hours, charging time 2 hours, works 
with Windows and Mac OS. Includes:  cross 
camera, USB cable, user manual.

HC-CROSS-DVR • $72.00
2 ⅞”× 1 ⅜” × ⁷/₁₆”

MINI HIDDEN SPY CAMERA 
WITH BUILT-IN DVR - The Mini 
spy camera is one of the smallest 
cameras on the market. It is small 
and very versatile. You can use 
this camera practically anywhere 
for almost anything. It can be used 
for outdoor activities, body worn 
applications, capture evidence for 
court, car surveillance, RC's, and 
drones. It comes with 2 types 
of mounts the first is pocket clip 
mount that can be used to clip 
the camera to a piece of clothing 
or object. The second mount is 
a wall/dash mount. This mount is versatile as it can be screwed into 
drywall or attached with Velcro. It can also be attached to a necklace. 
Not only it is small and versatile, it records crisp clear video footage at 
720x480 resolution and stores the footage on a 16GB micro SD card. 

Features: 720 x 480 video resolution, 1280 x 960 photo resolution, 
2 hour battery life, works with Windows and Mac OS, 16GB memory. 
Includes: Mini Spy Camera and DVR, USB cable, pocket clip, wall/dash 
bracket, user manual.

HC-MINIC-DVR • $43.00
2¼”× ¾” × ¾”

HD EYE GLASSES HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - The HD eye glasses camera has a sophisticated modern look with an HD 
camera and DVR hidden discreetly inside. They record in crystal clear 1920 x 1080 resolution and have a 16GB memory to store 2.5 hours of video 
footage. They are great for spying and gathering evidence for just about anything. The high quality metal front frames and smooth plastic not only 
make these glasses sturdy, but comfortable and light on the face as well. Between assignments you can use this ultra-advanced pair of glasses just 
to give yourself that trendy intelligent look and when duty calls, these glasses are ready 
to capture everything you see.  Easily download and view video footage on a computer. 
The spy glasses are completely wireless and simple to use with the one button operation. 

Features: 170 degree wide angle lens, 1920 x 1080 video resolution, battery life about 2 
hours, works with Windows and Mac OS, 16GB memory, 30 FPS.  

Includes: eye glasses camera, carrying bag, USB cable, user manual.
HC-EYEHD-DVR • $114.00

AC CHARGER HIDDEN SPY CAMERA 
WITH BUILT-IN DVR- In this age of 
electronics, everyone has a variety of adaptors 
and chargers plugged into nearly every electrical 
outlet. No one will even pay attention to the 
AC charger hidden camera with night vision. It 
records in crisp clear 1280 x 720 resolution on 
a 16GB micro SD card which will store 5 hours 
of footage. This covert AC adaptor is great for 
office security or a nanny cam at home. It is 
very easy to use with remote control operation. 
Easily connects to your computer to download 
and view video footage. The built-in IR's allow you to see about 12 feet 
away at night. It also has motion-activated recording to record only when 
there is movement. 

Features: 1280 x 720 video resolution, motion detection, night vision 
12 feet distance, 16GB memory, works with Windows and Mac OS.  
Includes: HD Adaptor Camera, USB cable, user manual.

HC-ADAPT-DVR • $118.00
3”× 2⅝” × 1⅞”

ROUND COAT HOOK HIDDEN 
CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR- 
This easy-to-install coat hook houses a 
hidden camera and DVR. Keep an eye 
on your home and office by capturing 
motion-activated video. It records in 
crystal clear 1920 x 1080 resolution 
on a 16GB micro SD card which stores 
2.5 hours of footage. The coat hook 
hidden camera mounts easily to a wall 
using the included double-sided tape or 
screws. The motion detection feature allows you to record only when 
motion is detected. It has a 2 hour battery life and is very easy to operate. 
It easily connects to a computer to download and view video footage.  
 
Features: 1920 x 1080 video resolution, 4032 x 3024 photo resolution, 
motion detection, 2 hour battery life, works with Windows and Mac OS, 
16GB memory, 30 FPS. Includes: HD coat hook camera, USB cable, user 
manual, 16GB memory.

HC-HOOK2-DVR • $99.00
2⅛”× 2¼”
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MIRROR HIDDEN 1080P HD CAMERA - The IntelliSpy Wood Finish Mirror Hidden HD Camera is hand 
crafted right here in the USA. It is built to work with the AHD DVR's. This camera is concealed in an everyday 
item so that no one will no they are being watched by a 1080p hand built HD hidden camera. Not only is the 
beauty of it that it's concealed but the high definition 1080p super clear camera and allows you to finally see 
what is really going on when you aren't around. It is a wired camera. Just hang it on the wall and run the cable 
from the camera to the DVR for it to operate. You can use the power & HD video all in one camera cables we 
sell to connect the camera to the DVR. The camera comes with a 12 volt power supply. If you need a hidden 
camera to keep an eye on your house, office, or property this is the camera for you.

Camera Specs: Image Resolution 1080P, Effective Pixels 1920x1080,2.0MP, TV System PAL/
NTSC, Lens Sony 2.0MP, Focus Length Board Lens 3.6mm/F2.0, Focus Control Fixed, Lens 
Type Fixed, Pixels 2M Pixels, Power 12 volt 500 mA

HC-HDMIRB-WC • $192.00
15”×11¾”×2½”

Black

HC-HDMIRW-WC • $192.00
15”×11¾”×2½”

Wood

HC-HDALC-DVR • $290.00

ALARM CLOCK HD HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - No one will ever be able to tell this 
alarm clock conceals a HD hidden color camera and mini DVR to record what the camera sees. The alarm 
clock's power cord powers the alarm clock, built-in DVR, and camera.  It records in crisp clear 1960 x 
1080p HD resolution at 30fps. This hidden camera features motion-activated recording that starts as soon 
as motion is detected. With motion-activation, you won't have to fast forward through hours of uneventful 
recording. You can view your recordings by using the included RCA cable to connect to your TV or computer. 
64GB memory allows you to record up to 9 hours of continuous recording. 

DVR Features Include: Motion activated, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file 
format, Composite video out, 1960x1080p resolution. DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage 
Media: DVR, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 1960x1080P  , Color Camera Specs, Image Sensor: 1/3" 2.0 megapixel 
cmos, Min. Illumination: 1.0 Lux, Lens: 3.7mm 65 degrees. 

HC-HDAIR-DVR • $274.00

AIR FRESHENER DVR COLOR HD HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR -  No one will ever be able to tell 
this air freshener conceals a HD hidden color camera and mini DVR to record what the camera sees. It records in crisp 
clear 1960 x 1080p HD resolution at 30fps. It has a battery that operates the camera and DVR for 5 hours. You’ll be able 
to see everything happening in the room. This hidden camera features motion-activated recording that starts as soon as 
motion is detected. With motion-activation, you won’t have to fast forward through hours of uneventful recording. You 
can view your recordings by using the included RCA cable to connect to your TV or computer. 64GB memory allows you 
to record up to 9 hours of video footage.

Does NOT function as an air freshener.

DVR features include: Motion activated, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file format, Composite 
video out, 1960x1080p resolution.

DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: DVR, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 1960x1080P, Color Camera Specs, 
Image Sensor: 1/3" 2.0 megapixel cmos, Min. Illumination: 1.0 Lux, Lens: 3.7mm 65 degrees.

HC-CALCU-DVR • $67.00 
6½”× 6¼” × 1¾”

CALCULATOR HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - This awesome spy 
calculator can do more than just calculate numbers. It comes with a hidden spy camera so 
you have an extra pair of eyes where ever you may need it. It records in crisp clear 720 x 
480 resolution and has a 16GB memory to store almost 10 hours of video footage. If you are 
constantly missing things in the office, think someone might be stealing, or just want to see 
if employees work while you are not around then spy calculator is the right camera for you. 
This awesome calculator will can blend right into any office environment and no one will ever 
think twice about it. It has a 3 hour battery life. 

Features: 720 x 480 video resolution, 3 hour battery life, works with Windows and Mac OS, 
16GB memory. Includes: calculator camera, USB cable, user manual. 
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ELECTRICAL BOX HD HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT IN DVR - No one will ever be able to tell 
this electrical box conceals a HD hidden color camera and mini DVR to record what the camera sees. The 
electrical box can be run on constant power nby plugging it in with the supplied power supply, it powers 
the DVR and the camera. It records in crisp clear 1960 x 1080p HD resolution at 30fps. It has a back-up 
battery that operates the camera and DVR for 5 hours upon power failure.This hidden camera features 
motion-activated recording that starts as soon as motion is detected. With motion-activation, you won't 
have to fast forward through hours of uneventful recording.You can view your recordings by using the 
included RCA cable to connect to your TV or computer. 64GB memory allows you to record up to 9 hours 
of continuous recording.

DVR Features Include: Motion activated, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file 
format, Composite video out, 1960x1080p resolution

DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: DVR, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 1960x1080P   

Color Camera Specs: Image Sensor: 1/3" 2.0 megapixel cmos, Min. Illumination: 1.0 Lux, Lens: 
3.7mm 65 degrees

SMOKE DETECTOR HD HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - No one will ever 
suspect that your smoke detector is actually recording covert video footage. The HD smoke detector 
hidden camera records in crystal clear 1920 x 1080 resolution on a 16GB micro SD card which will hold 
up to 2.5 hours of video. It doesn't work as a smoke detector but does its job as a covert camera. The 
smoke detector records in full light or low light situations with built-in IR that allows you to see 20 
feet at night. It has a motion-activation setting, so even when you're not around, the camera will start 
recording the moment motion is detected for 24/7 protection. 

Features: 1920 x 1080 video resolution, 4032  x 3024 photo resolution, night vision distance 20 feet, 
motion detection, 8 hour battery life, charging time 4 hours, 16GB memory, works with Windows and 
Mac OS, 30 FPS. 

Includes: HD smoke detector camera, remote control, USB cable, user manual.

HC-SMKDT-DVR • $121.00
3⅞”× 1¾”

HC-HDSMK-WIFI • $146.00
4”× 1¾”

P2P WIFI SMOKE DETECTOR HD HIDDEN CAMERA - The IntelliSpy P2P WIFI Smoke 
Detector HD Hidden Camera is perfect to keep an eye on your home, office, or garage. The 
smoke detector is rechargeable and portable. It records in HD 720p so a clear crisp quality 
video is recorded to the internal SD card. You can record up to 4 continuous hours with the 
16GB card that comes included. It has the ability to record with the motion detection feature, 
you only have to review footage of when someone or something moves in the cameras field 
of view. The IntelliSpy Smoke Detector HD Camera is a P2P WIFI camera which allows you to 
view remotely from anywhere you have an internet connection. With the downloadable app 
you can control recording functions remotely. It's also very easy to operate and to set up on 
your WIFI networks.

Specifications: Pixel 2.0 megapixel CMOS, Resolution 720P, Video format ASF/AVI, Frames 
per second 25, View angle 90°, Distance of motion detection distance about 15 feet, Battery 
capability 2400mAh, Battery Life 2 hours, Compressed format H.264, Maximum capacity of 
memory card 32GB, Play software VLC Player/SMPlayer, Computer operation system Windows/Mac OS, Mobile phone operation system Android/iOS

HC-HDELBX-DVR • $287.00

HD PEN HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - The HD hidden pen 
camera has a crystal clear 1080P video resolution and stores the footage on a 
16GB memory that will store about 2.5 hours of video footage. The HD resolution 
ensures that your videos are smooth and clear even when there is a lot of 
movement. Its super easy to operate with just one button. Turn the pen on, click 
the button once to start recording and click it again to stop. When you are ready to 
watch your videos just plug the pen directly into the computer, no special cables or software needed (works just like a flash drive on MAC/Windows). 

Features: 1920 x 1080 video resolution, 4032 x 3024 photo resolution, battery life about 2 hours, charging time 2 hours, 16GB memory, works with 
Windows and Mac OS, 30 FPS.

Includes: HD Pen Camera, USB cable, user manual.
HC-HDPEN-DVR • $141.00 

6⅛” × ⅝”
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HC-FLASH-DVR • $426.00

FLASHLIGHT HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - The heavy duty 1,000 lumen LED 
flashlight hidden camera is incredible. It is very versatile and can be used for many applications 
like inspecting gas/oil pipelines, power plants, railway track, bridges, and schools. It is also used 
by public security officers, police, prison guards, border patrol, fireman, and teachers. It records 
in crisp clear 1280 x 720 resolution on a 16GB micro SD card which allows you to store about 5 
hours of video footage. The LED flashlight has a magnesium alloy body which is resistant against 
shock. It has a IP68 rating which makes the flashlight dust and water proof. The flashlight can 
be submerged underwater and used to inspect in underwater scenarios up to 30 feet deep. Easy to 
operate and connects to your computer to download and view video footage. It has a built-in 1.5" LCD 
screen so you can view video directly from the flashlight. Its rechargeable lithium battery has a 10 hour run time. 
It has a nylon shoulder strap holster and also comes with a wrist strap. 

Features: 1280 x 720 video resolution, 2560 x 1920 photo resolution, 30fps, 16GB memory, run time (LED only) 10hrs, run time (camera only) 
8hrs, run time (LED + camera) 6hrs, dimension 9" x 2", LCD screen size 1.5’’, screen resolution 480 x 240, IP68 rating dust/waterproof.

HC-HDOUT-DVR • $287.00

ELECTRICAL OUTLET HD HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - No one will ever be able to tell 
this electrical outlet conceals a HD hidden color camera and mini DVR to record what the camera sees. Plugging 
the electrical outlet into a wall plug powers the DVR and the camera. It records in crisp clear 1960 x 1080p HD 
resolution at 30fps. It has a back-up battery that operates the camera and DVR for 5 hours upon power failure. 
This hidden camera features motion-activated recording that starts as soon as motion is detected. With motion-
activation, you won't have to fast forward through hours of uneventful recording. You can view your recordings 
by using the included RCA cable to connect to your TV or computer. 64GB memory allows you to record up to 
9 hours of continuous recording. Does NOT function as an outlet. There are no open outlets to plug any 
appliances in. 

DVR Features Include: Motion activated, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file format, 
Composite video out, 1960x1080p resolution. DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: 
DVR, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 1960x1080P, Color Camera Specs, Image Sensor: 1/3" 2.0 megapixel cmos, Min. 
Illumination: 1.0 Lux, Lens: 3.7mm 65 degrees.

HC-KEYCM-DVR • $84.00 
2⅞”× 1¼” × ¾”

The HD CAR KEY HIDDEN SPY CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR allows you to always have a spy camera on 
hand. It records video at 1920 x 1080 resolution on a 16GB micro SD card which can store 2.5 hours of footage. 
This spy car key camera is great for collecting video evidence for court, nanny camera,  or recording live sports.  
The motion detection feature allows you to only record when movement is detected. The battery life is 2 hours and 
it only takes 2 hours to recharge. Easily connects to a PC to download and view footage. 

Features: 1920 x 1080 video resolution,  2560 x 1920 photo resolution, motion detection,  2 
hour battery life, charging time 2 hours, works with Windows and Mac OS, 16GB memory, 30 FPS.  
Includes: car key camera, USB cable, user manual.

HC-HDCLK-WIFI • 
$151.00

3⅝”× 3¾” × 1½”

P2P WIFI TABLE CLOCK HD HIDDEN CAMERA - The IntelliSpy P2P WIFI Table Clock HD Hidden Camera 
is perfect to keep an eye on your home or office. The clock is rechargeable and portable. It records in HD 1080p 
so a clear crisp quality video is recorded to the internal SD card. You can record about 3 continuous hours with 
the 16GB card that is included. It also has a motion detection feature, you only have to review the footage of 
when someone or something moves in the cameras field of view. The IntelliSpy Table Clock HD Camera is a 
P2P WIFI camera which allows you to view remotely from anywhere you have an Internet connection. With the 
downloadable app you can control recording functions remotely. It's also very easy to operate and to set up on 
your WIFI network.                                                          

Specifications: Pixel 2.0 megapixel CMOS, Resolution 1080p, Video format ASF/AVI, Frames per second 25, 
View angle 90°, Distance of motion detection distance about 15 feet, Battery capability 2400mAh, Battery Life 10 
hours, Compressed format H.264, Maximum capacity of memory card 32GB, Play software VLC Player/SMPlayer, 
Computer operation system Windows/Mac OS, Mobile phone operation system Android/iOS
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HC-SUNHD-DVR • $165.00

HIGH END 1080P HD HIDDEN CAMERA SUNGLASSES - These HD 
sunglasses have a unique design. They are slim, light weight, and comfortable to 
wear because of the soft nose pads and arms. The higher curve and flexible design 
suites many different faces whether they are small or large. They are very durable 
made with high quality materials. The frame is also Sweat Resistant designed to 
withstand extreme weather conditions, moisture from perspiration or wet weather.
The lenses are 1.8mm Quality Polarized Lens exceeds optical requirements of ANSI 
Z80.3, AS/NZS 1067, EN 1836 standards and blocks out 100% of all UVA, UVB, 
UVC and harmful blue light up to 400nm protection. Lenses are shatter-proof and 
impact resistant tough material - fully certified for eye protection. The lenses are interchangeable and come with both Clear and Tinted lenses. 
Enough about the shades already they have a hidden camera built into the glasses. This is the world’s finest hidden video camera sunglasses full 
HD (1920*1080P) at 30fps. Excellent recording HD video makes these the glasses great for just about any activity. The battery will last almost 3.5 
hours before needing to be recharged. Comes with a removable 16GB SD card and will store over 2 hours of video footage. Oh and they operate 
very easily with only 1 button operation. Press once to turn on and the camera will start recording. Press the button again to save the file and 
turn off. The camera comes with the following; Sunglass color camera, Carrying Case, Cleaning Cloth, Carry Bag, Neck Strap, USB cable, SD card 
reader, and User Manual.

HC-HDADP-WIFI • $168.00
3”× 2⅞” × 2¾”

P2P WIFI ADAPTER HD HIDDEN CAMERA - The IntelliSpy P2P WIFI Adapter HD Hidden Camera  is perfect 
to keep an eye on your home, office, or garage. The Adapter stays plugged in and doesn't require charging. It 
records in HD 1080p so a clear crisp quality video is recorded to the internal SD card. You can record about 3 
continuous hours with the 16GB card that is included. It also has a motion detection feature, which is great for 
catching a thief in the act. You only have to review the footage of when someone or something moves in the 
cameras field of view. This prevents you from having to go through hours of uneventful footage. The IntelliSpy 
Adapter HD Camera is a P2P WIFI camera which allows you to view remotely from anywhere you have an Internet 
connection. With the downloadable app you can control recording functions remotely. It's also very easy to 
operate and to set up on your WIFI network.

Specifications: Pixel 2.0 megapixel CMOS, Resolution 1080P, Video format ASF/AVI, Frames per second 25, View 
angle 90°, Distance of motion detection distance about 15 feet, Compressed format H.264, Maximum capacity 
of memory card 32GB, Play software VLC Player/SMPlayer, Computer operation system Windows/Mac OS, Mobile 

phone operation system Android/iOS

MIRROR HD HIDDEN CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR - No one will ever be able to detect this color 
HD hidden camera disguised as an ordinary looking mirror. This mirror camera records in crisp clear 1960 x 
1080p HD resolution at 30fps.  It has a battery that operates the camera and DVR for 5 hours.This hidden 
camera comes in a natural wood finish frame or a black frame, it features motion-activated recording that 
starts as soon as motion is detected. With motion-activation, you won’t have to fast forward through hours 
of uneventful footage. You can view your recordings by using the included RCA cable to connect to your TV or 
computer. 64GB memory allows you to record up to 9 hours of video footage. 

DVR Features Include: Motion activated, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, 
MPEG4 file format, Composite video out, 1960x1080p resolution. DVR Specifications: 
System: NTSC/PA, Storage Media: DVR, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 1960x1080P, Color Camera 
Specs, Image Sensor: 1/3" 2.0 megapixel cmos, Min. Illumination: 1.0 Lux, Lens: 3.7mm 
65 degrees.

HC-HDMIRB-DVR • $300.00
15”×11¾”×2½”

Black

HC-HDMIRW-DVR • $300.00
15”×11¾”×2½”

Wood

HC-HDALC-WC • $174.00

ALARM CLOCK HIDDEN 1080P HD CAMERA - The IntelliSpy Alarm Clock Hidden HD Camera 
is hand crafted right here in the USA. It is built to work with the AHD DVR's. This camera is 
concealed in an everyday item so that no one will no they are being watched by a 1080p hand built 
HD hidden camera. Not only is the beauty of it that it's concealed but the high definition 1080p super 
clear camera and allows you to finally see what is really going on when you aren't around. It is a 
wired camera. A cable is run from the camera to the DVR for it to operate. You can use the power 
& HD video all in one camera cables we sell to connect the camera to the DVR. The camera comes 
with a 12 volt power supply. If you need a hidden camera to keep an eye on your house, office, or 
property this is the camera for you.

Camera Specs: Image Resolution 1080P, Effective Pixels 1920x1080,2.0MP, TV System PAL/NTSC, 
Lens Sony 2.0MP, Focus Length Board Lens 3.6mm/F2.0, Focus Control Fixed, Lens Type Fixed, 
Pixels 2M Pixels, Power 12 volt 500 mA
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HC-HDBLK-WIFI • $142.00 
3¾”× 1¼” × 1¾”

P2P WIFI BLACK TABLE CLOCK HD HIDDEN CAMERA - The IntelliSpy P2P WIFI Black 
Table Clock HD Hidden Camera is perfect to keep an eye on your home or office. It has IR's which 
allows you to record in the dark about 10 feet away. The black table clock is rechargeable and 
portable. It records in HD 720p so a clear crisp quality video is recorded to the internal SD card. 
You can record up to 4 continuous hours with the 16GB card that comes included. It has the ability 
to record with the motion detection feature, you only have to review footage of when someone or 
something moves in the cameras field of view. The IntelliSpy Black Table Clock HD Camera is a P2P 
WIFI camera which allows you to view remotely from anywhere you have an internet connection. 
With the downloadable app you can control recording functions remotely. It's also very easy to 
operate and to set up on your WIFI networks.

Specifications: Pixel 2.0 megapixel CMOS, Resolution 720P, Video format ASF/AVI, Frames per second 25, View angle 90°, Distance of motion 
detection distance about 15 feet, Battery capability 2400mAh, Battery Life 10 hours, Compressed format H.264, Maximum capacity of memory card 
32GB, Play software VLC Player/SMPlayer, Computer operation system Windows/Mac OS, Mobile phone operation s∕�ystem Android/iOS

HC-WATCH-BK • $84.95

HD HIDDEN WATCH CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR, BLACK CASE AND BLACK BAND - Stylish Wrist 
Watch with a Built-In High-Definition Hidden Camera. The 1080P camera wrist watch looks great and has an 
amazing picture quality. This looks like a high-end watch but has a small and nearly invisible camera. It has a built-
in 16GB memory which will hold 1.5 hours of recordings. It has about an hour of run time with the rechargeable 
battery. This also has built-in night vision up to 3 feet. This camera has 3 small invisible IR’s that automatically 
turn on when in low light. This makes this camera great for low light situations. This device is very easy to use, 
simply press the button located at the top right of the watch to turn on and start recording. This watch does a 
time stamp that can be set up using a Windows computer.  It can take photos and record video. Includes 1080P 
Spy Watch Hidden Cam with Night Vision, USB Data cable, Instruction Manual, 1-year manufacturer’s warranty  
 
FEATURES: Looks like a designer wristwatch, One hour of battery run time, Playback and download recordings 
easily on a computer, Records HD video 1920x1080, Date and Time stamp the video recordings, Has Built-in 16GB 
flash memory, Takes photo shots: 4352x3024 resolution, Simple to operate, Night vision up to 3 feet, Charge this 
device on the go via any powered USB port.

SPECIFICATIONS: Field of View: 65 degrees, Minimal Illumination: 1 lux, Compression Format: H.264 advanced 
version, Video Resolution: 1920x1080, 1280x720, Video File Format - Standard AVI File, Frame Rate: 1296P/1080P 
@30fps, 720P @60fps, Photo Format: JPG 4352x3024, Storage: built-in 16GB internal memory, Date/Time Table 
- YYYY/MM/DD, HH/MM/SS, Battery Life: 60 minutes, Charge Time: 3-4 hours

HC-WATCH-SIL • $84.95

HD HIDDEN WATCH CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN DVR, SILVER CASE AND SILVER BAND - 
Stylish Wrist Watch with a Built-In High-Definition Hidden Camera. This model has a silver watch case, black 
face , and silver watch band. The 1080P camera wrist watch looks great and has an amazing picture quality. 
This looks like a high-end watch but has a small and nearly invisible camera. It has a built-in 16GB memory 
which will hold 1.5 hours of recordings. It has about an hour of run time with the rechargeable battery. 
This also has built-in night vision up to 3 feet. This camera has 3 small invisible IR’s that automatically 
turn on when in low light. This makes this camera great for low light situations. This device is very easy 
to use, simply press the button located at the top right of the watch to turn on and start recording. This 
watch does a time stamp that can be set up using a Windows computer.  It can take photos and record 
video. The hidden HD watch camera has many uses. It can be used for a secret shopper, record problems 
at work, record problems at school, record problems with spouse, private investigators, and many more. 
Includes 1080P Spy Watch Hidden Cam with Night Vision, USB Data cable, Instruction Manual, 1-year 
manufacturer’s warranty

FEATURES: Looks like a designer wristwatch, One hour of battery run time, Playback and download 
recordings easily on a computer, Records HD video 1920x1080, Date and Time stamp the video recordings, 
Has Built-in 16GB flash memory, takes photo shots: 4352x3024 resolution, Simple to operate, Night vision 
up to 3 feet, Charge this device on the go via any powered USB port

SPECIFICATIONS: Field of View: 65 degrees, Minimal Illumination: 1 lux, Compression Format: H.264 
advanced version, Video Resolution: 1920x1080, 1280x720, Video File Format - Standard AVI File, Frame 
Rate: 1296P/1080P @30fps, 720P @60fps, Photo Format: JPG 4352x3024, Storage: built-in 16GB internal 
memory, Date/Time Table - YYYY/MM/DD, HH/MM/SS, Battery Life: 60 minutes, Charge Time: 3-4 hours
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All in One Cameras
1280P HD FISH EYE 3.0 MP CAMERA WITH WI-FI AND DVR - The IntelliSpy 1280P HD 
Fish Eye 3.0 MP IP Camera with Wi-Fi and DVR is easy to install and operate. It is a standalone 
unit. Install the camera in the area you want to monitor, plug it in to power and enjoy a 360 
degree view of the area in high definition with the fisheye 3 megapixel camera. This system 
is just about perfect for anyone. You can use this in your home to keep an eye on your pets, 
children, and property. It is also perfect for warehouses, convenience stores, clubs, and offices. It 
has 3 IR leds for a range of 30 feet when using night vision. The 1280p camera has a crisp clear 
panoramic view and has motion detection recording capability. Motion detection recording helps 
to save storage space since it will only record when there is motion. It makes it easier to find an 
event rather than skimming through hours of uneventful video footage. It has a wireless range of 
180 feet, through walls this will be less. The camera has a built in DVR and comes with a 64GB 
Micro SD card installed and can record 128 hours(about 5.3 days) of video footage.  That is right 
this is a self-contained unit only 1 piece of equipment to set up. When using the motion detection 
function the record time will increase. It has a built in microphone and speaker, to record audio. 
You can listen via the remote app and also speak into your phone for someone to hear you 
through the camera. This system Connects easily to your internet so you can view the system 
from anywhere in the world. Can be set up in less than 3 minutes to your wireless network. 

When viewing remotely through the app you can view a full 360 degree view of the area under 
surveillance. The remote app supports electronic PTZ so you can get a better look at the viewing 
area. It also supports 4 kinds of 3D viewing, Audio, and works with Android and IOS with the VR 
Cam app from the app store. This camera is simply amazing  and easy to set up and operate. Mounts on ceiling or wall with 3 screws(screws not 
included).  Not meant for outdoors. No additional cameras can be added to this system. Features: 1.1 mm fish lens, Visual angle 180°, IR Night 
Vision distance: 30 feet 3pcs Array Leds, 3.0mp lens, H .264 Video Compression, Max SD card support 128GB, Audio and Speaker, supports Wi-Fi. 
Includes: 3.0MP Camera and DVR, Power Supply, Manual, and 64GB SD Card Installed.       CS-HDPANO  • $195.95

REARVIEW-DVR • $89.95

REAR VIEW MIRROR 1080P HD CAMERA WITH BUILT IN DVR - The dual 
lens rear view mirror dash camera has two cameras and 5.0 inch TFT screen for viewing 
the camera and playing back footage. The mirror has a super clear 1080P HD resolution 
front camera with 170° wide angle lens plus a weather proof rear camera. It is great for 
anyone who drives for a living. It records audio with the built in microphone. The rear 
view mirror camera will make you feel safer with twice the coverage, recording the road 
ahead as well as traffic from behind.  It has a picture in picture display. The large mirror 
display screen can display a single image with footage from one camera, or picture-
in-picture display from both cameras and both cameras are recorded simultaneously. 
Thanks to the one-button switch design; you can switch the view mode quickly from 
either full screen display of front /rear view or picture-in-picture display. 

Back up camera offers great assistance when backing up. Install the weatherproof rear-view camera above the license plate or on the rear window 
and use it to view surroundings while driving in reverse or parking. Furnish the rear camera as an extra pair of vigilant eyes while backing up. Can 
be installed to the reverse light on the car and will automatically switch and show the rear view camera when in reverse. The mirror camera has G 
Sensor (Gravity Sensor) technology. When the G Sensor is triggered by a g-force event like an impact or a sudden braking maneuver, that event 
is detected, the camera will automatically record the current footage for safekeeping, and will not be overwritten in loop recording. It also has a 
parking monitor. Turn on the parking mode, the camera will come to life and start recording for 30 seconds if your car is bumped or moved, files are 
automatically marked for safekeeping whenever this event is detected. 

Installation and operation are very easy. It easily fits over your existing rear view mirror and install the cable inside the cabin of the vehicle and 
plug into the cigarette lighter. A Micro SD memory card (8, 16, 32GB - Class 10) is required for use with our dual lens rear view mirror dash camera. 
Included is a 32GB SD card that comes installed in the DVR. Motion detection recording will start to record automatically, 5.0 inch display screen, 
1080P Front Camera lens, 720P HD Back Camera lens, Has the ability able to connect with GPS equipment, 170° wide angle lens, Video Resolution 
:1920*1080P, Camera Connection Type : Wired  Package includes: 1 x Mirror and Camera, User Manual, 1 x Car Charger, 1 x Rear Camera and 
Mount, 1 32GB SD Card Installed., 1 SD Card Reader to download  footage.
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Bug Detectors & Recorders
This HAND-HELD RADIO FREQUENCY COUNTER is compact, 
truly pocket-sized, versatile test instrument designed for measuring any 
digital, on/off keying or analog signal on frequencies between 30 MHz 
and 2.8 GHz. Comes complete with internal NiCd pack, AC wall charger 
and 7 section telescopic antenna.

Specifications: Impedance: 50 Ohms (BNC Socket) VSWR less 
than 2.1, Frequency Range: 30 MHz- 2.8 GHz, Sensitivity: less 
than 5 mV, Max input: 15 dBm, Resolution: 10 KHz for digital 
signals or On/Off Keying & 1 KHz for    Analog Signals, Time 
base: Less than 1 PPM at room temperature, Weight: 210g, 
Size: 80 mm high x 60 mm wide x 31 mm deep, Case: Stamped 
aluminum with black anodized finish, Batter: Internal 4 x AA 600 
mAh NiCd pack, Power: 9VDC 300 mA

Features: 7 digit Liquid Crystal Display, Frequency counter for 
digital, on/off keying and analog signals with a minimum 
pulse width of 250 uS., Ultra sensitive synchronous 
detector - 16 section bargraph to show RF signal strength 

(-35dBm to 0 dBm), Two range 
positions - the 1 GHz position 
for frequencies between 30 
MHz and 1 GHz and the 2.8 
GHz position for frequencies 

between 500 MHz and 2.8 GHz., squelch adjustment for input signals, 
hold switch to lock display, low battery indicator, vibrating alert, low 
power consumption (Average 5 hour battery life), supplied with NiCd 
pack, AC wall charger and telescopic antenna (143 MHz to 460 MHz), 1 
Year Warranty

AVD-110D • $199.00
2¾”× 3¼” × 1¼”

BUG DETECTOR WITH 
STRENGTH METER - High 
quality hand held bug detector 
great for detecting wireless audio/
video products. Built-in signal 
strength meter and sensitivity 
control. Full detection range from 
1 MHz to 3 GHz. 

Specifications: Frequency Range 
= 1 MHz to 3 GHz, Battery = 5 
× AA 600 M/AH NiCd, Battery 
Life = 6 Hours in use/500 stand-
by, Ant. Impedance = 50 Ohms, 
Real Frequency Display= 30 Hr., 
Time Lapse Frequency Display= 
960 Hour., Silent Alert Mode = 
No, Beeper = Yes, Low Battery 
Indicator = No, Barograph= 
Ultra Sensitive 5 Sections. 
 
Includes: Bug detector, Antenna, 
and Charger

AVD-101 • $218.00
3½" x 2¾" x 1½"

DASHCAM-DVR • $50.95

DASH CAMERA WITH 1080P HD CAMERA AND BUILT IN 
DVR - The super high definition 1080P Dash Camera with built in 
DVR and 2.31 inch LCD screen is super easy to operate one touch 
recording with crisp clear recording quality. It doesn’t help when 
you have a camera that records with a grainy and blurry image. The 
HD Dash Camera has a high performance HD chip so the video and 
picture quality are very clear. The camera has 170° viewing angle 
and can be operated by the internal battery which will last about 2 
days on parking mode. Parking mode is a feature that looks after 
your car while you are away. When you are away from your car 
and your car is hit or moved the camera will start to automatically 
record for 30 seconds. It takes about 3 hours to fully charge. You 
can plug the unit into the cigarette lighter to charge the battery 
and use while the car is running. When the camera is plugged into 
the cigarette lighter in the car and the engine starts the camera 
will automatically turn on and start recording. It has a built in microphone and records audio. The camera comes with a suction cup mount for the 
windshield. The HD dash camera DVR has the ability to record over old footage or stop recording when SD card is full. The DVR comes with a 32GB 
SD card which will record over 6 hours video footage in H.264 format. It comes with a USB cable so you can easily download the footage to your 
computer for viewing and storing video footage. It also has a mini HDMI out port for viewing on an HDMI TV. The 2.31 inch LCD screen allows you 
to make menu adjustments, playback, and see what the camera is seeing. 

Features and Specs: Front camera: HD1080P 30fps, HDMI output, Built in Lithium rechargeable battery, 3.0 Mega pixels, HD high quality resolution, 
170° ultra-wide angle lens, Motion detection function, 30 frames per second for smooth video flow, Loop recording or will stop when storage is full, 
Display screen: 2.31” LCD, Video format: AVI
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DIGITAL VOICE/TELEPHONE RECORDER WITH MP3 PLAYER FUNCTION - Digital recordings can be played, replayed and 
recorded over without a loss in recording quality. These recorders have a voice activation feature which saves hours by only recording 
when sound is detected. This model provides both telephone and room recording. This voice recorder can record up to 864 hours in 
long play mode. It’s simple and easy to use. 

Specifications: Support 4GB capacity, Voice recorder and music player format: MP3, Three recording modes (HQ, LP, SP), External 
professional microphone, Built -in high grade microphone and louder speaker, Line-in recording, Digital voice recorder function, 
Removable flash disk, Support telephone conversation recording, Support VOR function, With mp3 player support A-B repeat function, 
Can record the date and time when recording start, Memory: 4GB, LP: 864 hour, SP: 192 hour, One file, the files can store 99 recording 
messages, USB cable: PC Interface USB1.1 FULL Speed, Key lock function, S/N (ratio) 90dB, Power: 1.5V AAA Alkaline Battery×2, 
Weight: About 32g (Except Battery), Dimensions: 28.2x111x13.8(mm), Battery life: 17hours

Includes: Manual, USB Transfer Cable, Microphone, Earphones, Software CD, 3.5mm Male to Male Audio Cable, Phone Adaptor, Phone 
Cable. DPR-864 • $43.00

Dummy Cameras

This DOME DUMMY CAMERA 
has the look of an expensive 
high definition camera and will 
help deter a robbery or theft. It 
has a flashing LED that gives the 
effect the camera is a working 
surveillance camera. Requires 3 
AAA batteries (not included).

DM-WHTCM • $5.00 
5⅞” x 3½”

This is a MINI DUMMY CAMERA 
made to look like a real IR 
dome surveillance camera.  
It has a red flashing light to 
help deter any criminal activity. 
Requires 3 AA batteries, (not 
included).

DM-IRDOM • $7.00 
3¾” x 2⅞”

This is a bullet style IR DUMMY 
CAMERA. It has a constant 
flashing red LED light. It’s realistic 
looking can be mounted just about 
anywhere. It has an easy adjusting 
bracket so it sets up in minutes.  
The batteries are easy to change 
by just sliding the sun shade off 
and inserting 2 AA batteries (not 
included). 

DM-IRCAM • $10.00 
6¾” x 8¼” x 3⅛” 

Silver

The DOME DUMMY CAMERA 
WITH FLASHING LED Features a 
motion detection LED flashing light. 
Does not have a metal mounting 
bracket. It also has an on/off button 
by pushing down on teh top of the 
dome to activate/deactivate the 
unit. Requires 2 AA batteries, (not 
included). 

DM-DOML • $4.00  
4 ½” x 2 ¾” 

INDOOR OR OUTDOOR 
MOTION ACTIVATED DUMMY 
CAMERA with flashing red LED 
light. When the camera detects 
motion from about 20 feet away it 
will pan side to side until motion 
stops in the area. It has a realistic 
appearance and operates on 2 AA 
batteries, (not included).

DM-MOTION • $16.00

DM-IRCAMBLK • $10.00 
6¾” x 8¼” x 3⅛” 

Black

The INDOOR MOTION DETECTING 
DUMMY CAMERA features a built-in 
motion detector. The dummy camera 
will remain still until someone passes 
by, then it will move back and forth 
and a red light will flash. It has a 
realistic appearance and comes with 
mounting bracket. Requires 3 AAA 
batteries (not included).

DM-IDCAM • $5.00 
5” x 2” x 2”

The SOLAR POWERED DUMMY 
CAMERA is made with a quality  
ABS plastic. The Dummy camera 
has a flashing red LED light and 
realistic appearance. The solar 
panel on the top of the unit will keep 
the rechargeable batteries charged 
so the unit will run 24/7. The 
Solar power dummy camera runs 
on 2 x AA rechargeable batteries 
(included). Available in black and 
off white.

DM-SOLAR-BLK • $16.00
Black

8 ½” x 3 ½” x 7”

DM-SOLAR • $16.00   
Off White 
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